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Sensor played a huge role in the field of preventing the
fire explosion accident, atmospheric environmental testing,
and the industrial production of poisonous and harmful gas
detection. However, at present the development of sensitive
material is still obvious deficiencies in selectivity, stability,
and other aspects; therefore, the research and development
of new high performance sensors will have very important
realistic meaning and practical value.

The performance of sensing materials depends critically
on their microstructures, which requires the development
of materials processing techniques to obtain the desired
microstructures and morphologies. It is of great impor-
tance in future technological applications to understand
how the materials behave at nanoscale during working and
how controllably are manufactured. No matter physical or
chemical preparation, forward-looking theoretical guidance
and characterization proof are necessary for explaining the
formation mechanism so as to design devices with expected
sensing properties. In this issue, different approaches were
used to create nanostructures in several nanomaterials to deal
with the sensing application.

In the paper “Hydrothermal Synthesis and Responsive
Characteristics of Hierarchical Zinc Oxide Nanoflowers to
Sulfur Dioxide” Q. Zhou et al. prepare hierarchical ZnO
nanoflowers through a simple hydrothermal process and
report systematically their responsive characteristics to SO

2

and demonstrate that the sensor fabricated with hierarchical
ZnO nanoflowers is a promising candidate for detecting SO

2
.

In the paper “Structural and Electrical Studies on ZnO-
Based Thin Films by Laser Irradiation” S. Zhao et al. studied
the structural and electrical properties of the ZnO-based
thin film varistors for low-voltage application. They found

that the pressure-sensitive electrical properties of ZnO-based
ceramic film of laser irradiation state show excellent property.
In the paper “Amorphous Silicon-Germanium Films with
Embedded Nanocrystals for Thermal Detectors with Very
High Sensitivity” C. Calleja et al. optimized the deposi-
tion conditions of amorphous silicon-germanium films with
embedded nanocrystals in a plasma enhanced chemical
vapor deposition (PECVD) reactor, working at a standard
frequency of 13.56MHz. The results show optimized depo-
sition conditions of amorphous silicon-germanium films
with embedded nanocrystals in a plasma enhanced chemical
vapor deposition (PECVD) reactor, working at a standard
frequency of 13.56MHz.

In the paper “Nanosensing Backed by the Uncertainty
Principle” I. Filikhin et al. studied spectral distributions of
localized/delocalized states of a single electron in a double
quantum well (DQW) with relation to slight asymmetry
perturbations and demonstrated that the DQW is a quantum
system suitable for sensing tiny substances adsorbed on one
of the quantum dots constituting the DQW or by a defect in
one of the dots.

The paper “Research on Acetylene Sensing Properties
and Mechanism of SnO

2
Based Chemical Gas Sensor Dec-

orated with Sm
2
O
3
” by Q. Zhou et al. reports the successful

preparation and characterization of samarium oxide Sm
2
O
3

decorated tin oxide SnO
2
based sensors with hierarchical

rod structure for C
2
H
2
gas detection. The obtained materials

show an excellent gas sensing performance.
In the paper “Optical and Sensing Properties of Cu

Doped ZnO Nanocrystalline Thin Films” R. K. Shukla et al.
synthesized nanocrystalline Cu doped ZnO films deposited
on glass substrates by spray pyrolysis. They found that
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the crystallite size decreases with increase in molarity of
precursor solution whereas with doping the crystallite size
increases in general. Doping increases the transmittance of
the films whereas optical band gap first decreases and then
increases as the dopant concentration is gradually increased
for both molarities in reference.

By compiling these papers, we hope that this issue will
provide some valuable insight to our readers and researchers
with respect to field of nanomaterials for sensing applications.

Wen Zeng
Hua Wang
Zhenyu Li
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In the present research, a nonenzymatic glucose biosensor was fabricated by depositing Ag nanoparticles (Ag-NPs) using in situ
chemical reduction method on TiO

2
nanotubes which were synthesized by anodic oxidation process. The structure, morphology,

and mechanical behaviors of electrode were examined by scanning electron microscopy and nanoindentation. It was found that
Ag-NPs remained both inside and outside of TiO

2
nanotubes whose length and diameter were about 1.2 𝜇m and 120 nm. The

compositionwas constructed as an electrode of nonenzymatic biosensor for glucose oxidation.The electrocatalytic properties of the
prepared electrodes for glucose oxidationwere investigated by cyclic voltammetry (CVs) and differential pulse voltammetry (DPV).
Compared with bare TiO

2
and Ag-fresh TiO

2
nanotube, Ag-TiO

2
/(500∘C) nanotube exhibited the best electrochemical properties

from cyclic voltammetry (CVs) results. Differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) results showed that, at +0.03V, the sensitivity of the
electrode to glucose oxidation was 3.69mA∗cm−2∗mM−1 with a linear range from 20mM to 190mM and detection limit of 24𝜇M
(signal-to-voice ratio of 3). In addition the nonenzymatic glucose sensors exhibited excellent selectivity, stability, and repeatability.

1. Introduction

The blood glucose detection is of great significance in the
application of food process, clinicalmedicine, and biology [1–
3]. In particular accurate glucose determination for diabetics
can be very effective to the detection and treatment of
diabetes mellitus [4]. The glucose oxidase (GOD) analytical
method is the first and most commonly used way for glucose
detection in clinical trials [5, 6]. However, the entity of GOD
is enzyme which is easily inactive and denatured, resulting in
poor stability and repeatability of enzymatic electrodes [7, 8].

Nonenzymatic glucose biosensors can avoid that problem
because of direct catalyzed oxidation to glucose on the surface
of electrode [9–11]. In order to increase specific surface areas
and enhancemass transport ability, these electrodes could use
nanomaterials as substrates like carbon nanotubes (CNTs)
[12], nanowires [13], mesoporous structure [14], and so forth
and decorate with mental nanoparticles such as Pt [15], Ni
[16], Ag [17], and Cu [18].

TiO
2
nanotube has been paid more and more atten-

tion in chemical reactions and biosensor fields because of
their well-aligned nanostructure, large surface area property,
thermal stability, chemical inertness, and nontoxicity [19,
20]. Recently, silver doped TiO

2
nanocomposite structures

have attracted much attention not only because TiO
2
is a

promisingmaterial with desirable electronic, but also because
Ag displays some unique activities in chemical and biological
sensing compared with the other noble metals such as Ru
and Pt [19]. However, the electrocatalytic activity of Ag doped
TiO
2
nanotubes has not been subjected to intensive report.

Many approaches were developed to fabricate different
sizes of Ag doped TiO

2
nanotubes such as sol-gel, “wet”

chemical, and ceramicmethods.However, drying, heating, or
annealing at high temperatures is revolved in the preparation
process [21, 22]. In order to modify the TiO

2
nanotubes by

Ag nanoparticles, a polyol method at low temperature has
been developed. The polyol process was that using polyol
such as diethylene glycol [23] and glycerol [24] both as
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solvent and reducing agent during reaction which can be
conduce to the formation of nanostructures. The Ag+ ions
from silver nitrate (AgNO

3
) can be reduced to metallic

Ag. The Ag nanoparticles were deposited successfully on
the surface of TiO

2
. Moreover the specific surface area will

be hugely increased by silver nanoparticles deposited on
TiO
2
nanotubes. So TiO

2
nanotubes decorated with silver

nanoparticles possess distinct advantages for nonenzymatic
glucose sensors.

In this work, the Ag nanoparticles were deposited suc-
cessfully on the surface of TiO

2
by polyol process. Scan-

ning electron microscope (SEM) and nanoindentation were
used for characterization. Furthermore, the electrocatalytic
activity of the Ag-TiO

2
electrode was also evaluated by

cyclic voltammetry (CVs) and differential pulse voltammetry
(DPV).

2. Experimental

2.1. Reagents. Titanium sheet (15mm ∗ 10mm ∗ 1mm) was
provided by Tianjin PengboCompany, China. All of the other
chemicals, including glycerol, ammonium fluoride (NH

4
F),

sodium borohydride (NaBH
4
), silver nitrate (AgNO

3
),

Na
2
HPO
4
, NaH

2
PO
4
, H
3
PO
4
, poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP),

and KCl, were of analytical grade and used as received.
A 0.1M phosphate buffer solution (PBS) prepared using
Na
2
HPO
4
and NaH

2
PO
4
was employed as supporting elec-

trolyte. The desired pH of solution was adjusted with 0.1M
NaOH or 0.1M H

3
PO
4
. All aqueous solution was prepared

with reagent grade chemicals and double distilled water.

2.2. Apparatus. All the electrochemical measurements were
performed on a CH instrument 660E electrochemical work-
station (ChenHua Instruments Co. Ltd., Shanghai, China).
Scanning electron microscope (FE−SEM, Hitachi S−4800)
was used to determine the morphology and composition of
the samples. Nanoindentation (NanoIndenter G200, USA)
was used to determine the mechanical properties. All mea-
surements were conducted at room temperature.

2.3. Synthesis of 𝑇𝑖𝑂2 Nanotube Arrays on Ti Substrate.
Before use, the titanium foils were polished with abrasive
paper of 400#, 600#, and 800# until the surfaces were
smooth and remainedwith no scratch and then ultrasonically
cleaned in alcohol and double distilled water for 10min,
respectively, and dried in air eventually.Then, titanium sheets
were used as the substrate electrode with Pt electrodes as
cathode. Samples were anodized inwater/glycerol (1 : 1 Vol.%)
mixtures containing 0.3M NH

4
F at a potential of 30V for

3 h. Finally, the as-prepared TiO
2
nanotube electrode was

annealed at 500∘C (10∘C/min) under nitrogen atmosphere for
2 h.

2.4. Preparation of Ag Nanoparticles on 𝑇𝑖𝑂2 Nanotubes. Ag
nanoparticles on TiO

2
nanotubes were prepared by the fol-

lowing process. Firstly, 1mLAgNO
3
(0.04M)wasmixedwith

10mL PVP (0.01M) and stirred with ice-bath after adding
50mL water to the solution.Then, 1mL NaHB

4
(0.06M) was

dropped quickly into the solution with colour turning brown,

by stirring for 10min. At last, the above-prepared TiO
2

nanotubes (500∘C) were entirely immersed in this electrolyte
under static conditions for 7 h and subsequently rinsed with
double stilled water and air-dried and then Ag-TiO

2
/(500∘C)

was obtained.

2.5. Characterization of Electrocatalytic Properties of Ag-
𝑇𝑖𝑂2 Nanotube Electrode. The electrochemical measure-
ments were carried out with a conventional three-electrode
system. The prepared electrode (TiO

2
, Ag-TiO

2
and Ag-

TiO
2
/(500∘C)) was used as a working electrode with a

platinum electrode as an auxiliary electrode and a saturated
calomel electrode (SCE) as a reference electrode in all cases.

3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Morphology, Composition, and Structure Analysis. The
morphologies of the as-formed TiO

2
nanotubes, Ag-fresh

TiO
2
, and Ag-TiO

2
/(500∘C) were depicted in Figure 1. Fig-

ure 1(a) showed clearly the prepared vertically aligned TiO
2

nanotubes arrays with diameter of 120 nm and length of
1.2 𝜇m. It is apparent from Figure 1(b) that the ordered and
evenly distributed Ag nanoparticles with average diameter
of 20 nm are formed preferentially on the exterior mouth of
the amorphous TiO

2
nanotubes. After the nanotubes were

annealed at 500∘C, the Ag nanoparticles were deposited
on them under the same method (see Figure 1(c)). Some
Ag nanoparticles were dispersed on the pore openings and
showed a distribution that is more dense than that in
Figure 1(b), while some were deposited into the nanotubes,
as indicated by the arrow. It can be presumed that the
nanotubes annealed at 500∘C facilitate the Ag formation on
the tube surface, and the electrocatalytic properties were also
improved as discussed later.

3.2. Nanoindentation Properties. In recent years nanoin-
dentation technology has been widely used to measure
the hardness and elasticity modulus of medical materials,
especially in implants devices [25]. The description of the
samples’ (TiO

2
, Ag-fresh TiO

2
and Ag-TiO

2
/(500∘C) nan-

otube) nanomechanical characterization was provided. As
observed in Figure 2, the displacement of Ag-TiO

2
/(500∘C)

nanotubes was the shortest and TiO
2
nanotubes were the

longest when loan was selected the same. It was easy to figure
out Ag-TiO

2
/(500∘C) nanotubes were the hardest and the

reason could be ascribed to two aspects. Compared with
nonannealed sample, the higher hardness observed for Ag-
TiO
2
/(500∘C) nanotubes can be due to the higher hardness

of anatase and rutile phases for annealed samples at 500∘C.
The hardness results obtained for nonannealed sample and
annealed sample were similar to those stated in earlier studies
[26]. In addition, it may be ascribed to the deposition of
Ag nanoparticles. Both inside and outside of nanotubes were
attached with Ag-NPs which densified empty space, resulting
in fixed enhancement of hardness.

3.3. Electrocatalytic Oxidation of Glucose on the Prepared Elec-
trodes. CVs were used to investigate the catalytic activities
of the Ag-TiO

2
/(500∘C) electrode. Figure 3 showed CVs of
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Figure 1: SEM images of TiO
2
(a), Ag-TiO

2
(b), and Ag-TiO

2
(500∘C) (c) nanotube. Inset: the sectional view of TiO

2
.
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Figure 2: Characteristic load versus nanoindentation depth for
TiO
2
, Ag-TiO

2
, and Ag-TiO

2
(500∘C) nanotube.

the as-formed TiO
2
nanotube, Ag-fresh TiO

2
nanotube, and

Ag-TiO
2
/(500∘C) nanotube electrode in the presence and

absence of 0.5M glucose supported by 0.1M neutral PBS,
respectively. Almost no current increase of TiO

2
andAg-TiO

2

nanotubes with glucose addition from Figures 3(a) and 3(b)

was observed, which demonstrated that the TiO
2
nanotubes

and Ag-TiO
2
nanotubes electrode exhibited no electrocat-

alytic oxidation activity to glucose while Ag-TiO
2
/(500∘C)

electrode displayed a pair of redox peaks with the anodic
and cathodic peak potential positioned at +0.03V and −0.3 V
from Figure 3(c), which can be ascribed to the oxidation of
glucose, indicating that the Ag-TiO

2
/(500∘C) electrode pos-

sessed strong catalytic activity towards glucose. There were
two possible explanations for this result. The first possibility
was relatively weak adherence of Ag nanoparticles onto the
nonannealed nanotubular surfaces. The other possibility was
that a small amount of silver titanates were obtained by
depositing Ag nanoparticles on the TiO

2
/500∘C nanotubes,

which indicated that the Ag can not only be deposited but
also be doped in the TiO

2
nanotubes. The crystal structure

distortion increased state density of Ag-TiO
2
/500∘C coating,

facilitating the migration of charge carriers, and enhanced
catalytic activity [19].

Figure 4 showed CVs of Ag-TiO
2
/(500∘C) nanotube

electrode in 0.5M glucose supported by 0.1M neutral PBS,
0.1M H

2
SO
4
, and 0.1M NaOH. As observed in Figure 4,

compared with CVs in 0.1M H
2
SO
4
and 0.1M NaOH, CVs

of Ag-TiO
2
/(500∘C) nanotube electrode in PBS exhibited two

oxidation peaks related to the oxidation of glucose, which
indicated excellent electrochemical behavior.

Figure 5 showed CVs of the Ag-TiO
2
/(500∘C) nanotube

electrode in blank solution and 0.5M glucose with the
presence of 0.12M NaCl and without the presence of 0.12M
NaCl supported by 0.1M neutral PBS. Cl ion was the
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Figure 3: CVs of TiO
2
(a), Ag-TiO

2
(b), and Ag-TiO

2
(500∘C) (c) electrode in 0.1M neutral PBS with (red line) or without (black line) 0.2M

glucose.

usual interfering ion which was preferentially absorbed on
the surface of electrodes, resulting in toxicosis and losing
electrocatalytic property. As observed in Figure 5, in the
blank PBS solution, CVs were characterized by hydrogen
adsorption/desorption peaks at negative potentials and a flat
double layer region at positive potentials. After 0.5M glucose
was added, an obvious redox peak appeared from −0.3 V to
+0.03V, proving excellent electrocatalytic oxidation ability,
whereas in the presence of chloride ions, when Cl ions were
dropped into the solution, the redox peak vanished and
the oxidation of glucose was suppressed, which could be
attributed to the adsorbing of Cl− preferentially compared
with glucose.

According to the adsorption theory proposed by Wang
et al. [27], it could be deduced that when there were no
Cl ions in the solution, glucose molecules would adsorb
on the surface of Ag-TiO

2
/(500∘C) nanotube electrode in

the first place, forming glucose intermediates. During the
potential scanned from −0.3 V to +0.03V gradually, the
intermediates were oxidized leading to current increasing.
When potential was over +0.03V, the oxidized interme-
diates were absorbed on the surface, covering the active
sites of electrode and decreasing current. When large
amounts of chloride ions were present, the poisoning Ag-
TiO
2
/(500∘C) nanotube electrode showed no electrocatalytic

properties.
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Figure 5: CVs of Ag-TiO
2
(500∘C) nanotube electrode in blank

solution, 0.5M glucose with the presence of 0.12M NaCl and 0.5M
glucose without the presence of 0.12M NaCl supported by 0.1M
neutral PBS.

3.4. Amperometric Performance of Ag-𝑇𝑖𝑂2/(500∘C) Nan-
otube Electrode to Glucose Oxidation. Differential pulse
voltammetry (DPV) was used to determine the sensor out-
puts at different glucose concentrations. Figure 6 presented
the relationship between currents and variation concentra-
tions of glucose. The prepared electrode exhibited linearity
for glucose sensing that ranged from 20mM to 190mM with
a correlation coefficient of 0.9993. The electrode sensitiv-
ity calculated from the slope of the calibration curve was
3.69mA ∗ cm−2 ∗mM−1 with the detection limit of 24 𝜇M.
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Figure 6: Calibration curve for the amperometric responses of the
Ag-TiO

2
(500∘C) nanotube electrode to glucose.
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Figure 7: The influence of electroactive compounds (ethanol,
fructose, and AAP) on the response of 5.0mM glucose.

Ascorbic acid (AA), uric acid (UA), sucrose, fructose,
dopamine, ethanol, and acetaminophen (AAP) were the
commonly interfering biomolecules which coexist with glu-
cose in the human blood. To evaluate the selectivity of the
Ag-TiO

2
/(500∘C) nanotube electrode, the current responses

to ethanol, fructose, and AAP were examined. As shown in
Figure 7, it was observed that the response signals of ethanol,
fructose, and AAPwere negligible for glucose determination.
The good selectivity of the nonenzymatic sensor was related
to the proper working potential used.

The reproducibility and stability of response current of
the Ag-TiO

2
/(500∘C) nanotube electrode were studied. The

amperometric response of 10 different Ag-TiO
2
/(500∘C) nan-

otube electrodes to 1.0mM glucose was tested independently.
As shown in Figure 8, the relative standard deviation (RSD)
was 1.5% for 10 successive measurements, revealing that the
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Figure 9: Current response of the Ag-TiO
2
(500∘C) nanotube

electrode to 10mM glucose after storing for different days.

preparation method was acceptably reproducible. The long-
term stability was explored by measuring a glucose solution,
and the electrode was stored at room temperature. Figure 9
showed that the response current maintained about 92%
of the initial value after 30 days, demonstrating the good
stability of the Ag-TiO

2
/(500∘C) nanotube electrode based

nonenzymatic glucose biosensor.

4. Conclusions

In this work, a simple and effective way to prepare Ag
nanoparticles deposited on the surface of TiO

2
nanotube

was developed. The Ag deposited and annealing processes
made TiO

2
nanotube harder which was conducive to the

application of tough condition. The electrochemical results
demonstrated that the prepared Ag-TiO

2
/(500∘C) nanotube

electrode possessed excellent electrocatalytic performance.
The constructed nonenzymatic glucose biosensor exhibited
good selectivity, stability, and reproducibility. Because of the

simple preparation method and good catalytic performance,
suchmaterial has potential application in catalysis and sensor
areas.
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Sulfur dioxide, SO
2
, is one of the most important decomposition byproducts of sulfur hexafluoride, SF

6
, under partial discharge

in GIS apparatus. The sensing performances of semiconductor gas sensors can be improved by morphology tailoring. This
paper reported the synthesis method, structural characterization, and SO

2
responsive characteristics of hierarchical flower-shaped

ZnO nanostructures. Hierarchical ZnO nanoflowers were successfully prepared via a facile and simple hydrothermal method
and characterized by X-ray powder diffraction, scanning electron microscopy, energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, and X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy, respectively. Planar chemical gas sensor was fabricated and its responsive characteristics towards SO

2

were systematically performed.The optimum operating temperature of the fabricated sensor was measured to be about 260∘C, and
the correspondingmaximum responses were 16.72 and 26.14 to 30 and 60 ppmof SO

2
. Its saturated gas concentrationwas 2000 ppm

with a response value of 67.41. Moreover, a quick response and recovery feature (7 s and 8 s versus 80 ppm of SO
2
) and good stability

were also observed.All results indicate that the proposed sensor is a promising candidate for detecting SF
6
decomposition byproduct

SO
2
.

1. Introduction

Sulfur hexafluoride, SF
6
, is a typical kind of colorless, taste-

less, nontoxic, and nonflammable inert gas under general
conditions with an extreme high thermal decomposition
temperature [1, 2]. With the prominent advantages of small
floor space, high reliability and stability, excellent insulation
strength, non-smeary oil, and lower maintenance cost, gas
insulated switchgear (GIS) apparatus filled with pressurized
SF
6
gas are widely used in electrical power system in recent

decades. Inevitable defects existed during the design, manu-
facture, transportation, installation, and operation processes
of a GIS system [3]. These internal insulation defects, like
metal burrs or suspended particles, may cause insulation
degradation and even partial discharge in the long-term
service cycle. If partial discharge occurs in GIS, SF

6
gas

molecules firstly decompose into some low-fluorine sulfides
and then react with trace oxygen and water vapor to generate
various kinds of decomposition byproducts, for instance,

SO
2
, SOF
2
, SO
2
F
2
, SOF
4
, H
2
S, and HF [4, 5]. These decom-

position byproducts would speed up the aging of insulation
material and the corrosion of metal, eventually resulting in
faults that happened in GIS.

Recent researches at home and abroad demonstrated that
the composition and concentration of SF

6
decomposition

byproducts are closely related to the insulation status of GIS.
Monitoring and analyzing the component contents of these
characteristic decomposition products and their generation
rates are one of the most effective and convenient methods
for GIS condition assessment and fault diagnosis [3, 5]. Till
now, the main sensing approaches employed for recognizing
SF
6
decomposition byproducts are gas chromatography [1, 2],

infrared absorption spectrometry [6, 7], and metal oxide
semiconductor [8, 9]. Gas chromatography is mainly used
for offline testing in laboratory and cross sensitivity between
SF
6
and its decomposition byproducts exists for infrared

absorption spectrometry [10, 11]. With the advantages of
simple fabrication, low cost, high response, rapid response
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and recovery time, and facile integration, metal oxide semi-
conductor like n-type ZnO [12–14] or n-type SnO

2
[15–18]

may represent the most promising sensing technology for
sensing SF

6
decomposition byproducts. However, due to the

deficiencies of low gas response and high working temper-
ature, the application of using metal oxide semiconductor
based sensors detecting SF

6
decomposition byproducts is

greatly limited [8, 10].
Hence, in this study, we prepare hierarchical ZnO

nanoflowers through a simple hydrothermal process and
report systematically their responsive characteristics to SO

2
,

one of the most important decomposition byproducts of SF
6

under partial discharge in GIS apparatus.

2. Experimental Details

All chemicals were analytical grade reagents purchased from
Chongqing Chuandong Chemical Reagent Co. Ltd. and used
as received without any further purification. Hierarchical
flower-shaped ZnO nanostructures were synthesized with
a simple, facile, and environment-friendly hydrothermal
method.The detailed synthesis processes were represented as
follows.

Typically, 2.0mmol zinc nitrate hexahydrate, Zn(NO
3
)
2
⋅

6H
2
O, 4.0mmol NH

4
OH, 28wt%NH

3
in H
2
O, 0.83 g CTAB,

30mL absolute ethanol, and 30mL distilled water were
mixed together with intense magnetic stirring, which were
subsequently transferred into a Teflon autoclave, sealed, and
heated at 160∘C for 24 h in an electric furnace. After reaction,
the autoclave was cooled to room temperature naturally,
harvested by centrifugation, washed with distilled water and
absolute ethanol several times to remove the ions possibly
remaining in the final product, and finally dried at 80∘C in
air for further use.

The crystalline structures of the as-preparedZnO samples
were performed by X-ray powder diffraction (XRD, Rigaku
D/Max-1200X, Japan) with Cu K𝛼 radiation operated at
40 kV and 200mA and a scanning rate of 0.02∘ s−1 from 20∘
to 80∘ [12]. Surface morphologies and microstructures of the
as-prepared nanostructures were observed with a Nova 400
Nano field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM,
FEI, Hillsboro, OR, USA) equipped with an energy dis-
persive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) [15]. X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) was performed on an ESCLAB MKII
using monochromatic Al K𝛼 as the X-ray exciting source
to investigate the chemical state of elements existing in the
samples.

Planar chemical gas sensors based on the as-prepared
powders were fabricated with screen-printing technique,
and the planar ceramic substrates were purchased from
Beijing Elite Tech Co., Ltd., China [12]. Firstly, the as-
prepared nanostructures were mixed with deionized water
and absolute ethanol in a weight ratio of 10 : 2 : 1 to form a
suspension. Then it was subsequently screen-printed onto
the planar ceramic substrate to form a sensing film with a
thickness of about 50 𝜇m. Finally, the fabricated sensor was
dried in air at 100∘C to volatilize the organic solvent and
further aged in an aging test chamber for 36 h. Responsive
characteristics of the fabricated sensors to SO

2
weremeasured

Targeted gases 

Control chamber CGS-1TP Planar sensor

Operating platform

Gas distribution system

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the CGS-1TP gas sensing analysis
system.
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Figure 2: Typical XRD patterns of the synthesized hierarchical ZnO
nanoflowers.

and automatically recorded by a CGS-1TP intelligent gas
sensing analysis system, purchased from Beijing Elite Tech
Co., Ltd., China. Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the
CGS-1TP gas sensing analysis system [15].

In this study, gas response of the sensor to SF
6
partial

discharge decomposition byproduct SO
2
was defined as 𝑆 =

𝑅

𝑎
/𝑅

𝑔
[19, 20], where 𝑅

𝑎
denotes the resistance value of the

sensor in pure N
2
and 𝑅

𝑔
in certain concentration of target

gasmixedwith pureN
2
.The response and recovery timewere

defined as the time required by the sensor to achieve 90% of
the total resistance change in the case of gas adsorption or gas
desorption [21, 22]. All measurements were repeated several
times to ensure the repeatability of the sensor.

3. Results and Discussion

The crystalline phases and structures of the as-prepared
hierarchical ZnO nanostructures after annealing at 600∘C
for 5 h were characterized by the X-ray powder diffraction
measurement and shown in Figure 2. One can clearly see
from this figure that all the peaks are corresponding to
wurtzite hexagonal ZnO structure given in the standard data
file of JCPDS. 36-1451 [23]. The prominent peaks at 31.7∘,
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Figure 3: EDS spectrum of the synthesized hierarchical ZnO
nanoflowers.
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Figure 4: XPS survey spectra of the synthesized hierarchical ZnO
nanoflowers.

34.4∘, and 36.2∘ can be well indexed as the (100), (002), and
(101) planes of wurtzite hexagonal ZnO, respectively [24, 25].
No other diffraction peaks from any impurities are detected,
indicating a high purity of the as-prepared samples.

Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy measurement was
further performed to investigate the element components of
the as-synthesized samples. Figure 3 demonstrates the EDS
spectrum of the synthesized ZnO nanostructures. As shown
in Figure 3, only Zn and O element peaks were observed,
which confirms the availability of Zn andO in the synthesized
samples [25–27].

To further investigate the composition and the chemical
state of the elements existing in the synthesized ZnO nanos-
tructures, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy XPS measure-
ment was performed and collected. Adventitious hydrocar-
bon C 1s binding energy at 285 eV was used as a reference
to correct the energy shift of O 1s. The XPS wide survey
spectrum of the synthesized hierarchical samples as shown in
Figure 4 confirms the existence of Zn, O, and C. The binding
energies at 1022.3 eV and 1044.9 eV could be well identified as
Zn 2p

3/2
and Zn 2p

1/2
, which could be attributed to Zn2+ ions

[25–27]. Thus, based on these XRD, EDS, and XPS results,
we can draw a conclusion that pure ZnO nanostructures have
been successfully synthesized with the current route [23].

The surface structures and morphologies of the as-
synthesized ZnO nanostructures were performed by FESEM.
As illustrated in Figure 5 the panoramic image of the as-
prepared hierarchical ZnO nanostructures is in flower shape,

200 nm

Figure 5: FESEM image of the synthesized hierarchical ZnO
nanoflowers.
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Figure 6: Resistance of the hierarchical ZnO nanoflowers sensor
versus operating temperature.

which consisted of a large number of nanorods. These
nanorods are rectangular with high uniformity in shape and
size. No other morphologies have been detected, suggesting
a high yield of the flower-like ZnO nanostructures.

Figure 6 shows the electrical resistance curve of the
sensor fabricated from the as-prepared hierarchical ZnO
nanoflowers versus various operating temperatures from 160
to 440∘C in pure N

2
. As shown in Figure 6, the resistance

value of the sensor decreases with increasing temperature in
the whole temperature range, which is an intrinsic character-
istic of an n-type semiconductor gas sensor.

Figure 7 illustrates the gas responses of the fabricated
sensors to 30 ppm and 60 ppm of SO

2
at various working

temperatures. As shown in Figure 7, each response curve
of the sensor increases rapidly and achieves the maximum
value and then decreases quickly with further increasing
temperature.The optimum operating temperature of the fab-
ricated hierarchical ZnO nanoflowers sensor to SO

2
gas was

measured at 260∘C, where the sensor exhibits the maximum
gas response. And the corresponding maximum response
value is 16.72 and 26.14, respectively.
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Figure 7: Gas response of the hierarchical ZnO nanoflowers sensor
to 30 and 60 ppm of SO

2
at various working temperatures.
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Figure 8: Gas response of the hierarchical ZnO nanoflowers sensor
to various concentrations of SO

2
at 260∘C.

Figure 8 shows the gas response of the sensor as a function
of SO

2
gas concentration in the range of 5∼2000 ppm,

where the sensor worked at its own optimum operating
temperature mentioned above. As represented, the sensing
responses of the sensor versus SO

2
gas increase greatly with

increasing gas concentration in the range of 5–100 ppm and
achieve saturation when exposed to more than 2000 ppm.
The saturated gas sensing response value of the sensor to SO

2

gas was measured to be about 67.41.
Figure 9 gives the dynamic response and recovery curve

of the sensor versus 80 ppm SO
2
to investigate its response-

recovery feature. As seen in Figure 9, when certain concen-
tration of SO

2
gas was injected into the test chamber, gas

response of the sensor increases rapidly and dramatically
decreases when the sensor was exposed for recovering, which
is an intrinsic characteristic for n-type semiconductor mate-
rial.Meanwhile, the sensor response returns to its initial value
after testing, implying a satisfying stability of the prepared
sensor. According to the definition above, the response and
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Figure 9: Dynamic sensing transient of the hierarchical ZnO
nanoflowers sensor to 80 ppm of SO

2
at 260∘C.
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Figure 10: Stability of the hierarchical ZnO nanoflowers sensor to
30, 60, and 80 ppm of SO

2
at 260∘C.

recovery times of the sensor are calculated to be about 7 s and
8 s, respectively.

Finally, the long-term stability of the fabricated hierarchi-
cal ZnO nanoflowers sensor to 30, 60, and 80 ppm of SO

2

at 260∘C was measured and displayed in Figure 10. As seen
from the stability plot, the gas response of sensor changes
slightly and keeps at a nearly constant value during the
long experimental cycles, confirming an excellent longtime
stability and repeatability of the sensor for SO

2
detection.

4. Conclusions

In summary, hierarchical ZnO nanoflowers were synthesized
via hydrothermal method and characterized by XRD, SEM,
EDS, and XPS, respectively. Planar chemical gas sensors
based on the as-prepared powders were fabricated with
screen-printing technique, and their responsive character-
istics towards SO

2
, a most important SF

6
decomposition
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byproduct under partial discharge, were systematically inves-
tigated with the CGS-1TP intelligent gas sensing analysis sys-
tem. Lower operating temperature, higher sensing response,
good linearity, quick response-recovery characteristic, and
good stability were measured with the fabricated planar
chemical sensor. All results demonstrate that the sensor
fabricated with hierarchical ZnO nanoflowers is a promising
candidate for detecting SO

2
.
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The effects of laser irradiation on the structural and electrical properties of ZnO-based thin films were investigated. The XRD
pattern shows that the thin films were highly textured along the 𝑐-axis and perpendicular to the surface of the substrate. Raman
spectra reveal that Bi

2
O
3
segregates mainly at ZnO-ZnO grain boundaries. After laser irradiation processing, the grain size of the

filmwas reduced significantly, and the intrinsic atomic defects of grain boundaries and Bi element segregated at the grain boundary
were interacted frequently and formed the composite defects of acceptor state. The nonlinear coefficient increased to 24.31 and the
breakdown voltage reduced to 5.34V.

1. Introduction

ZnO varistors exhibit high nonlinear coefficient, low leakage
current, and high surge absorbing ability. They have been
extensively applied on high-voltage protection of electrical
equipment since the 1970s, such as inhibiting lightning over-
voltage of electrical power system [1–5]. However, modern-
day electronic components,mainly based on silicon, aremore
susceptible not only to electrical overvoltage transients, but
also to damage by electromagnetic pulses or electromagnetic
interference (EMI) noise that is now strictly regulated by law
throughout the world [6, 7]. Therefore, the industry has high
demands for low-voltage varistors. For a low-voltage varistor,
it is required to be of few microns in thickness to reduce
nonlinear voltage. ZnO films with good quality were grown
throughdifferentmethods, such as hydrothermalmethod [8],
sol-gel technique [9], electron-beam evaporation [10], pulse
laser deposition [11], and magnetron sputtering [12]. Among
all, magnetrons puttering shows several advantages such as
good adhesion between film and substrate, low substrate tem-
perature, scalability to large areas, great thickness uniformity
with a deposition rate range, and high film density [12–15].

Recently, laser irradiation technique has been used on
thin films as an efficient method to improve the crystalline

quality and increase the electron donors [16–19]. Laser irra-
diation has several advantages, including fast crystallization
at room temperature, possibility of local crystallization,
crystallization of thin films on low melting point substrates,
and increasing charge carriers through a photoconductivity
effect. Tsay andWang [18] performed ZnO thin films on glass
by sol-gel and used KrF excimer laser for annealing. They
reported that the crystallinity levels and average crystallite
size of thin films with excimer laser irradiation were greater
than those of thermally annealed thin films. Tsang et al. [19]
fabricated transparent conducting AZO thin films using KrF
excimer laser irradiation. They reported that the electrical
and optical characteristics of AZO thin films irradiated by
excimer laser improved significantly.

To the best of our knowledge, no report on ZnO-based
thin film varistors with laser irradiation for low-voltage
application exists. In our previous work [20], we studied the
effect of laser shock on electrical property of ZnO varistor
ceramics. In the present work, ZnO-based thin films of high
quality were prepared by RFmagnetron sputtering technique
on Si (111) substrates. After examinations, the films were
subsequently treated by laser irradiation. The paper has
studied the structural and electrical properties of the ZnO-
based thin film varistors for low-voltage application.
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Figure 1: The structure of the ZnO-based thin film varistors.

2. Experiment

ZnO-based thin films were deposited on Si (111) substrates
by RF magnetron sputtering technique and followed by
annealing at 700∘C for 4 h in the air. The target, ZnO-based
ceramic with 60mm in diameter and 5mm in thickness, was
formed by dry pressing and subsequently sintered in the air.
The raw materials of the target were mixed powders and
the matching composition was 96.5mol% ZnO + 2mol%
Bi
2
O
3
+ 1.5mol% (MnO

2
, Co
2
O
3
, Cr
2
O
3
, and Sb

2
O
3
). It is

the optimized composition investigated by the authors in our
previous works. Si (111) which was used as the substrate for
ZnO thin films deposition were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath
with ethanol for 15min than dried for use.The substrateswere
sprayed gold in the metal-spraying equipment for 5min, to
prepare a layer of bottom electrode on the Si substrate. Using
the sky-0826138 RF magnetron sputtering instrument, the
background vacuum degree of the chamber was less than 1
× 10−4 Pa. The sputtering pressure was 3.0 Pa, and the Argon
flow was 30 sccm. The sputtering time was 60min, and the
sputtering power was 150W. The substrate temperature was
300∘C. The film thickness was controlled within 2 microns.
After the laser irradiation processing, the laser irradiation
area was covered with gold to prepare the top electrode.
Figure 1 shows the structure of the ZnO-based thin film
varistors.

The 0.2mm aluminum foil adhered to the film surface
as the absorption layer. The homemade liquids were coated
on the aluminum foil surface as the constraint layer. The
thickness was 0.5mm. The laser irradiation parameters are
as followings: light spot diameter of 6mm, wavelength of
1064 nm, pulse width of 5 ns, pulse energy of 0.8 J. Finally,
the samples were set in the mold to conduct the laser
irradiation experiment. After the laser irradiation processing,
the films’ surfaces were fine, which showed that as long as
the parameters of laser irradiation were appropriate, laser
irradiation could be applied on the films completely.

The structural properties were characterized by X-ray
diffractometer (XRD) with CuK𝛼 radiation. The surface
morphology and root mean square (RMS) roughness level
of the films were examined by tapping atomic force micro-
scope (AFM). Plane-view micrographs of ZnO-based thin
films were taken with a field-emission scanning electron

microscope (FE-SEM). Raman spectra were excited with
the 532 nm line of a laser at an incident power of 10mW
and obtained in the range 0–3000 cm−1. The 𝐽-𝑉 curves are
measured by transistor characteristic meter. The breakdown
voltage 𝑈

1mA (V) and leakage current 𝐽
𝐿
(𝜇A/mm2) are

measured by piezoresistor general measuring instrument.

3. Results and Discussions

The X-ray diffraction patterns of the ZnO-based thin films
before and after irradiation are shown in Figure 2. Only
the (002) peaks are observed in the XRD patterns, which
shows that the films are highly textured along the 𝑐-axis and
perpendicular to the surface of the substrate. This diffraction
peak is indexed to those of hexagonal wurtzite zinc oxide and
no diffraction peaks of any other phases or impurities are
detected [8, 9, 11]. After irradiation, the intensity of (002) ZnO
peak increases and there is a shift to larger angles. This trend
with the shift of 2𝜃 in XRDpatterns suggests that the Bi3+ ions
occupied the Zn2+ substitutional sites [15, 21].This result also
shows that laser irradiation can facilitate the substitution of
Bi3+ ions to Zn2+ ions [18].

Figure 3 shows the AFM morphologies for the films,
which illustrate the surface morphology of the thin films. (a)
is the sample before irradiation and (b) is the sample after
irradiation. After laser irradiation, the film surface morphol-
ogy changes significantly. Corresponding to the above two
samples, the RMS surface roughnesses are 31.4 and 2.8 nm.
The film treated by laser irradiation has a relative smooth and
dense surface morphology. At the initial state, the laser shock
wave passes through the rigid aluminum foil adhering to the
film surface and reaches the bottom of the aluminum foil. For
the impedance mismatch of the aluminum foil and the film,
strong contact pressure appears between the contact point of
the aluminum foil and the film. The sharp protrusions are
compressed at the strong contact pressure and this is charac-
terized by the great reduction of surface roughness. Figure 4
shows the morphology and particle sizes of prepared film
by SEM. The histograms reveal the distribution of average
grain size, which are reasonably described by the Gaussian
function, showing tight size distribution with average sizes of
approximately 191 and 139 nm in diameter, respectively.

Figure 5 shows the Raman spectrum of ZnO-based thin
film. A larger peak shift at 437 cm−1 is observed, which is
almost the same position as the standard ZnO. It indicates
that the thin film is almost free of stress.Theoretically, it is dif-
ficult to substitute Zn2+ by Bi3+ in ZnO crystal, for the radius
of Bi3+ is much larger than Zn2+. The former results indicate
that Bi

2
O
3
segregates mainly at ZnO-ZnO grain boundaries

as Bi-rich phases during sintering in the ZnO-Bi
2
O
3
system.

The Bi elements distribute evenly throughout the thin film,
and the distribution of Bi appears in certain regularity, which
are almost distributed at the grain boundaries. After laser
irradiation processing, grain boundaries increase with the
grain refinement. In this condition, the intrinsic atomic
defects of grain boundaries and Bi element segregated at the
grain boundary interact frequently, forming the composite
defects of acceptor state [22, 23]. So the interface state density
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Figure 2: XRD patterns of ZnO-based thin films.
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Figure 3: AFMmicrographs of the ZnO-based thin films.

𝑁
𝑆
of grain boundaries increase greatly, which promotes the

increasing of barrier heightΦ
𝐵
and the nonlinear coefficient.

Therefore, the pressure-sensitive electrical properties of ZnO-
based ceramic film of laser irradiation state are excellent.

Table 1 is the result of electrical properties. The nonlinear
coefficient is 𝛼, breakdown voltage is 𝑈

1mA (V), and leakage
current is 𝐽

𝐿
(𝜇A/mm2). After laser irradiation processing,

the nonlinear coefficient is 24.31, which increases by 40.8%,
and breakdown voltage is 5.34V, which decreases by 20.7%.
Leakage current density is as low as 2.03 𝜇A/mm2, which
decreases by 12.1%. Similar investigations have been done by
other researchers. Horio et al. [13] prepared the ZnO/Pr

6
O
11

films on the glass substrates by the RF magnetron sputtering
technique, and the film thickness was 600 nm/400 nm. The
breakdown voltage was 20V, and the nonlinear coefficient
was 10. Miśta et al. [14] prepared the Bi-doped films on the
ITO/Glass using Zn-Bi target by theRFmagnetron sputtering
technique. The results displayed that the breakdown voltage
was from a few volts to dozens of volts, and the nonlinear

Table 1: Electrical properties of films before and after laser-
irradiation processing.

Parameters Before
irradiation (I)

After
irradiation (II) Rate (%)

𝛼 17.26 24.31 40.8
𝑈
1mA (V) 6.73 5.34 −20.7
𝐽
𝐿
(𝜇A/mm2) 2.31 2.03 −12.1

coefficient was 15. Jeong [24] prepared low-voltage ZnO
varistors and investigated the field failure; after polishing, the
breakdown voltage was 9.71 V, and the nonlinear coefficient
was 20.35.Therefore, the electrical properties improve signif-
icantly by the laser irradiation processing.

The grain boundary of ZnO-based ceramic film is a thin
disorder area, where a large number of interface states and
electron traps exist.They are able to capture the free electrons
in the ZnO grains. The electrons of grain boundaries are
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Figure 4: SEM micrographs of the ZnO-based thin films.
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Figure 5: Raman spectroscopy of ZnO-based thin films.

depleted, and depletion layers are formed. Consequently,
electronic barriers with certain depth have been formed from
grain surfaces into body. The barrier height is Φ

𝐵
, which is

calledDouble Schottky barrier [25]. It is the source of voltage-
sensitive electrical property.

Nonlinear characteristics of ZnO-based film originate
from the grain boundary barrier. To study the impact of
laser irradiation processing on the electric properties of ZnO-
based ceramic film, we adopted the double Schottky barrier
model proposed by Gupta and Carlson [26] to explain the
change of electrical property. At preswitch region, there is a
relationship between the current density and the extra electric
field obtained from the model, which is shown in [27]

𝐽 = 𝐴𝑇
2 exp[
(𝛽𝐸
0.5
− Φ
𝐵
)

(𝑘𝑇)

] . (1)

𝐽 is current density, 𝐴 is Richardson constant, 𝑇
is absolute temperature, 𝐸 is electric field intensity, Φ

𝐵

is barrier height, and 𝐾 is Boltzmann constant. 𝛽 =
{1/(𝛾𝜔)[2𝑒

3
/(4𝜋𝜀
0
𝜀
𝑟
)]}

1/2 [17], 𝛾 is grain number of unit
length, 𝜔 is Barrier width, 𝑒 is electron charge (1.602 ×
10−19 C), 𝜀

0
is vacuum dielectric constant (8.85 × 10−14 F/cm),

and 𝜀
𝑟
is relative dielectric constant (8.5). Setting 𝑇 as 25∘C,

ln 𝐽-𝐸0.5 fitting diagram of film and film of laser irradiation
state are shown in Figure 5. The boundary characteristic
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Table 2: The characteristic parameters of grain-boundary of ZnO-based ceramic films before and after laser-irradiation processing.

State Barrier height
Φ
𝐵
(eV)

Barrier width
𝜔 (Å)

Donor concentration
𝑁
𝐷
(1022 cm−3)

Density of interface states𝑁
𝑆

(1014 cm−2)
Before irradiation (I) 1.86 1.13 13.5 15.3
After irradiation (II) 2.41 0.31 227 71.6

lnJ = 0.821E0.5 − 79.648 after irradiation
lnJ = 0.416E 0.5− 54.524 before irradiation

ln
J
(A

·c
m

−
2
)
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Figure 6: The relation patterns of ln 𝐽-𝐸0.5 of the ZnO-based thin
films before and after irradiation.

parameters were calculated by Figure 6, which were listed
in Table 2, including the barrier height Φ

𝐵
, barrier width 𝜔,

interface-state density𝑁
𝐷
, and donor concentration𝑁

𝑆
.

Table 2 shows that after laser irradiation processing, bar-
rier heightΦ

𝐵
increased, barrier width decreased, donor con-

centration 𝑁
𝐷
and interface-state density 𝑁

𝑆
also increased

greatly. According to [27]

𝛼 ≈ (

]
𝐸

)Φ
𝐵

3/2
. (2)

Nonlinear coefficient 𝛼 is proportional to potential bar-
rier heightΦ

𝐵
.Φ
𝐵
rose from 1.86 to 2.41, which prompted the

increasing of𝛼 from 12.94 to 21.38. So the increasing of barrier
height can effectively improve the nonlinear coefficient.
According to formula Φ

𝐵
= 𝑒
2
𝑁
2

𝑆
/2𝜀
0
𝜀
𝑟
𝑁
𝐷

[18], barrier
height Φ

𝐵
is closely related to the interface-state density

𝑁
𝑆
and donor concentration 𝑁

𝐷
. After laser irradiation

processing, the thin film produced the lattice distortion,
which increased the amount of intrinsic atomic defects of
ZnO. There is no second phase diffraction peak in the X-
ray diffraction patterns of samples, but which cannot exclude
the doping elements as indeterminate type segregating at the
grain boundaries.

4. Conclusions

After laser irradiation processing, electrical properties of the
films have been improved in different degrees. The nonlinear
coefficient was 24.31, which was increased by 40.8%. The

breakdown voltage was 5.34V, which was reduced by 20.7%.
Leakage current density was as low as 2.03𝜇A/mm2, which
was reduced by 12.7%. The grain size was reduced and the
clearance between the adjacent particles also decreased. The
film produced the lattice distortion, prompting the increase-
ing of ZnO intrinsic atomic defects. With the refinement of
the grain, grain boundarieswere increasing. In this condition,
the intrinsic atomic defects of grain boundaries and Bi
element segregated at the grain boundaries interact fre-
quently, forming the composite defects of acceptor state. The
interface-state density 𝑁

𝑆
of the grain boundaries increased

greatly, increasing the barrier height Φ
𝐵
. Therefore, the

pressure-sensitive electrical properties of ZnO-based ceramic
film of laser irradiation state are excellent.
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We have optimized the deposition conditions of amorphous silicon-germanium films with embedded nanocrystals in a plasma
enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) reactor, working at a standard frequency of 13.56MHz.The objective was to produce
films with very large Temperature Coefficient of Resistance (TCR), which is a signature of the sensitivity in thermal detectors
(microbolometers). Morphological, electrical, and optical characterization were performed in the films, and we found optimal
conditions for obtaining films with very high values of thermal coefficient of resistance (TCR = 7.9%K−1). Our results show
that amorphous silicon-germanium films with embedded nanocrystals can be used as thermosensitive films in high performance
infrared focal plane arrays (IRFPAs) used in commercial thermal cameras.

1. Introduction

Detectors and infrared focal plane arrays (IRFPAs), also
known as thermal detectors (or thermal FPAs), are used in
a wide variety of applications as industrial, medical, security,
surveillance, and military [1–4]. In a thermal detector, the
incident infrared (IR) radiation is absorbed by a thermosen-
sitive material, resulting in a change of one of its physical
properties, which is used to get an electrical signal output. In
thermal detectors, the thermosensing material must have a
high sensitivity to temperature and must be compatible with
the standard silicon (Si) CMOS fabrication process, for low
cost manufacture and integration with a Si CMOS readout
integrated circuit (ROIC).

The temperature sensitivity of a material is given by
its Temperature Coefficient of Resistance (TCR), which is
related to the activation energy (𝐸

𝑎

) of the material by (1),
where 𝐾 is the Boltzmann constant and 𝑇 is the tempera-
ture:

TCR = −
𝐸
𝑎

𝐾𝑇2
. (1)

Up to now, amorphous semiconductors have been
widely used as thermosensitive materials in commercial
microbolometers arrays (IRFPAs). These materials have
advantages over other thermosensitive materials, since they
are compatible with standard Si CMOS technology and have
high 𝐸

𝑎

and high TCR values.
In this aspect, a-Si:H has a direct band gap (1.6–1.8 eV),

high activation energy (𝐸
𝑎

= 0.8 eV), and very high thermal
coefficient of resistance (TCR = −10%K−1) and also has a
very high room temperature resistivity (∼109Ω cm), which is
noncompatible with the Si CMOS ROIC input impedance.

In order to reduce the high resistance of a-Si:H, boron
doping has been used. The boron doped a-Si:H films have
an improved room temperature conductivity (𝜎RT) in several
orders of magnitude and also showed a high reduction
in 𝐸
𝑎

(0.22 eV) and TCR (−2.8%K−1) [5, 6]. Despite the
above, a-Si:H,B has been adopted as IR sensing film for
microbolometers contained in very large IRFPAs (1024× 768)
[4, 6, 7]. Recently, the control of the BCl

3

/SiH
4

gas flow rate
during the a-Si:H,B films deposition by PECVD has been
demonstrated, in order to improve the TCR to values as large
as −3.9%K−1 [7].
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Table 1: Deposition conditions of two series of pm-Si
𝑥

Ge
𝑦

:H thin films prepared by PECVD.

Sample number Temperature ∘C Pressure mTorr SiH
4

sccm GeH
4

sccm H
2

sccm
P11 500

Series #1 P12 1000 50 50 110
P13 200∘C 1200
P21 500

Series #2 P22 1000 90 10 110
P23 1200

Among the othermaterials that have beenused in thermal
detectors is Vanadium Oxide (VO

𝑥

) which was the first
material used in high performance microbolometers, due to
its relatively high TCR of −2%K−1 [8]; however, this material
is not compatible with the Si CMOS technology.

Amorphous germanium silicon oxide (a-Ge
𝑥

Si
1−𝑥

O
𝑦

)
deposited by RF sputtering also has been reported with large
TCR values of −4.8%K−1 [9] and semiconducting yttrium
barium copper oxide (YBCO) has been studied as IR sensing
film, with large TCR values of −3.4%K−1 [10].

Recently, nanostructured VO
𝑥

films have been reported
in microbolometers with very large TCR values of −5.6%K−1
[11]. However, this material is also incompatible with the Si
CMOS process, which restricts its incorporation in very large
IRFPAs based on the Si CMOS technology.

On the other hand, even though amorphous semicon-
ductors as a-Si:H,B are the IR sensing materials of choice
in the most developed IRFPAs, they have some drawbacks
due to their inherent high density of states in band gap,
high density of defects, poor transport properties, and poor
stability against radiation [12].

Recently, the production of amorphous semiconductors
with embedded nanocrystals has been demonstrated; those
materials are referenced as polymorphous semiconductors, as
polymorphous silicon (pm-Si:H) [12–15], which are mainly
investigated for applications in thin film solar cells. The
presence of the embedded nanocrystals in the amorphous
matrix impacts on the material properties, reducing the
density of states and defects and also improving the trans-
port properties and stability against radiation. Moreover,
polymorphous semiconductors preserve the characteristic of
amorphous semiconductors as direct band gap, high 𝐸

𝑎

, and
high TCR [12, 13].

Polymorphous semiconductors practically have not been
used for thermal detection applications; however, they are
excellent candidates to be used as thermosensingmaterials in
high performance microbolometers in commercial IRFPAs.
In our previous work, we have shown that it is possible to
produce pm-Si

𝑥

Ge
𝑦

:H thin films in a Low Frequency Plasma
Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (LF-PECVD) reactor
working at 110 KHz, using SiH

4

and GeH
4

as precursor gases
[16]. However, an LF-PECVD technique is not standard in the
microelectronics industry, and moreover in this technique,
due to its low frequency, the ions have a contribution in
the plasma and the properties of the deposited films can
be affected. The ions in the plasma can help to dissociate
more effectively the reactive species and also can produce

damage in the film, due to ion bombardment. Therefore, the
results obtained by LF-PECVD could not be reproducible in
a standard PECVD reactor working a radio frequency (RF) of
13.56MHz, which is used in the microelectronics industry.

In the present work, we studied the deposition of
pm-Si

𝑥

Ge
𝑦

:H thin films in a RF-PECVD reactor working at
a frequency of 13.56MHz. Moreover, we studied the effect
of the most important deposition parameters (deposition
pressure and SiH

4

/GeH
4

flow rate ratio) on the electrical,
morphological, and optical characteristics of the films, with
the objective to produce films with very large 𝐸

𝑎

and TCR,
maintaining a moderated resistivity.

2. Experimental

We studied the effect of the chamber pressure and the
SiH
4

/GeH
4

flow ratio on the thermal sensitivity (TCR) and
𝜎RT of the resulting films. Two series of silicon- (Si-) germa-
nium (Ge) films were deposited in an industrially compatible
capacitively coupled PECVD reactor (from MVSystem Inc.)
working at standard radio frequency of 13.56MHz, with
a RF power density of 86mW/cm2, substrate temperature
(𝑇
𝑠

) of 200∘C, and three different chamber pressure values
(500mTorr, 1000mTorr, and 1200mTorr).

The films of Series #1 were deposited with the flow rates of
the precursors gasesH

2

= 110 sccm, SiH
4

=50 sccm, andGeH
4

= 50 sccm (resulting in SiH
4

/GeH
4

= 1), while the films of
Series #2 were deposited with the flow rates of the precursors
gases H

2

= 110 sccm, SiH
4

= 90 sccm, and GeH
4

= 10 sccm
(resulting in SiH

4

/GeH
4

= 9). Notice that SiH
4

and GeH
4

used are diluted at 10% in H
2

, and therefore the H
2

dilution
is high (H

2

/(SiH
4

+ GeH
4

) = 20).
The conditions used for the deposition of both series

are summarized in Table 1. Both film series were deposited
in various types of substrates for electrical, structural, and
compositional characterization. The films depositions were
performed simultaneously on corning glass 2974, corning
glass 1737, corning glass 2974 with titanium metal contacts,
and high resistivity silicon substrates.

Atomic force microscopy (AFM Nanosurf Easy Scan
2.3) was used to analyze the surface roughness of the films
and thereby determine the possible presence of nanoclusters
presented in the surface of the film. A large surface roughness
is an indication of the presence of nanocrystals and even
microcrystals in the bulk of the film [17].

Besides AFM characterization, Ultra High Resolution
Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FE-SEM)
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Figure 1: Average surface roughness ⟨𝑆
𝑎

⟩ versus chamber pressure
in both series of pm-Si

𝑥

Ge
𝑦

:H films.

and High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy
(HRTEM) were used to analyze the films surface and the
transversal structure of the films, in order to correlate the
AFM results.

Ultraviolet-Visible (UV-Vis) transmittance measure-
ments were performed in a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 3B spec-
trometer, in the range of 200–900 nm. Those measurements
were performed in order to determine optical parameters of
the deposited films, as the extinction coefficient (𝑘) and the
optical band gap (𝐸

𝑔

).
The films also were analyzed on a Fourier Transform

Infrared (FTIR) spectrophotometer (Bruker, Vector 22);
the FTIR measurements were performed to analyze the
molecular composition of the deposited films. For measure-
ments of temperature dependence of the conductivity, the
samples were placed in a thermostat with a pressure of
30mTorr. A temperature controller (331 Temperature Con-
troller, Lakeshore) was used to adjust the sample temperature.
The temperaturewas varied from300K to 400K,with steps of
10 K. At each temperature step, measurements were made to
obtain the current-voltage characteristics (𝐼 (𝑈)) of the films.
With this characterization we obtained the values of𝐸

𝑎

, TCR,
and the electrical conductivity at room temperature (𝜎RT).

3. Results and Discussion

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) measurements were per-
formed in order to characterize the surface roughness (⟨𝑆

𝑎

⟩)
of the two film series. Figure 1 shows the dependence of ⟨𝑆

𝑎

⟩

with the deposition pressure in both films series and we can
see that ⟨𝑆

𝑎

⟩ is larger in the films deposited at pressures
in the range of 1000mTorr–1200mTorr. The average surface
roughness ⟨𝑆

𝑎

⟩ was obtained from a statistical analysis by
scanning an area of 4𝜇m × 4 𝜇m on the surface of the films.

Figure 2 shows AFM 3D images of film surfaces corre-
sponding to deposition pressures of 500mTorr, 1000mTorr,
and 1200mTorr, for both series. In the figure it is observed
that the films deposited at pressure of 500mTorr have a flatter
surface (and lower roughness) than those films deposited at
1000mTorr and 1200mTorr. In this aspect, it is important
to stress that the AFM technique is used for correlating the
surface roughness to the presence of nanocrystals in the bulk.
Large ⟨𝑆

𝑎

⟩ is related to the presence of micro/nanocrystals
embedded in the amorphous network. ⟨𝑆

𝑎

⟩ of about 4 nm
(and higher) is an indication of the presence of nanocrystals
in the amorphous matrix [17]; however, this technique by
itself is not enough for completely determining the structural
composition of the bulk material.

Figure 3 shows an ultrahigh resolution FE-SEM image of
the surface of a film (with ⟨𝑆

𝑎

⟩ of about 5 nm); in the figure
the presence of Si-Ge nanoclusters of sizes of about 50 nm
is observed. In Figure 4, a HRTEM cross section view of the
same film is shown, which was deposited on corning glass (a
line was drawn for separating the film from the substrate).
Several nanocrystals of size of about 2 nm-3 nm are marked
and also an inset of the amplified image of 2 nanocrystals is
included. The above analysis is in agreement with the AFM
results and indicates the polymorphous nature of the film.

Figure 5 shows the deposition rate (𝑉
𝑑

) as a function of
the deposition pressure in both pm-Si

𝑥

Ge
𝑦

:H film series.
For Series #1, 𝑉

𝑑

was in the range 0.79 Å/s–2.72 Å/s, while,
for Series #2, 𝑉

𝑑

was in the range 1 Å/s–1.5 Å/s. For Series
#1, the largest 𝑉

𝑑

was obtained in the film deposited at
chamber pressure of 1200mTorr, while, for Series #2, the
largest 𝑉

𝑑

was obtained in the film deposited at chamber
pressure of 1000mTorr. It has been observed that high
deposition rates are associated with large crystalline fractions
in microcrystalline films [18]. This is related to the fact that,
at large 𝑉

𝑑

, the oxygen incorporation in the film is reduced,
and the formation of nanocrystals in the plasma is promoted.

Ultraviolet-Visible (UV-Vis) transmittance measure-
ments were performed for determining the band gap
(𝐸
𝑔

) of the pm-Si
𝑥

Ge
𝑦

:H films. From the transmittance
measurements, we obtained a data file that was processed
using PUMA (Pointwise Unconstrained Minimization
Approach). The software provides information of the
characteristics of the films related to transmittance data
measurements [19]. The important data obtained from
PUMA is the extinction coefficient (𝑘), which is converted to
absorption coefficient (𝛼) by

𝛼 =
4𝜋𝑘

𝜆
. (2)

Figure 6 shows the Tauc plots of both series of
pm-Si

𝑥

Ge
𝑦

:H films. We can determine 𝐸
𝑔

from the Tauc
plot, where 𝐸

𝑔

is extracted by the extrapolation of the linear
part of the plot towards the energy axis, and the interception
indicates 𝐸

𝑔

of the film. In the films of Series #1, the 𝐸
𝑔

values are in the range 1.2 eV–1.28 eV, while, in the films of
Series #2, the 𝐸

𝑔

values are in the range 1.37 eV–1.66 eV. The
above is related to the Si and Ge content in the films; for
Series #1, the Ge content is larger than in Series #2 (due to a
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Figure 2: Surface analysis by AFM in pm-Si
𝑥

Ge
𝑦

:H films, corresponding to (a) Series #1: 500mTorr, (b) Series #1: 1000mTorr, (c) Series
#1: 1200mTorr. (d) Series #2: 500mTorr, (e) Series #2: 1000mTorr, and (f) Series #2: 1200mTorr.
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Figure 3: FE-SEM image of the surface of a pm-Si
𝑥

Ge
𝑦

:H film,
where the presence of nanoclusters of sizes of about 50 nm is
observed.

Corning
glass

Figure 4: HRTEM cross section of a pm-Si
𝑥

Ge
𝑦

:H film, where
the presence of nanocrystals of sizes in the range of 2 nm-3 nm is
observed. The inset shows an amplified image of 2 nanocrystals.
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Figure 5:Deposition rate (𝑉
𝑑

) in two series of deposited films. Series
#1: SiH

4

/GeH
4

= 1 and Series #2: SiH
4

/GeH
4

= 9.

larger GeH
4

flow rate used for deposition). In this aspect, it
has been reported for amorphous silicon-germanium films
(a-SiGe:H) that a flow rate ratio of SiH

4

/GeH
4

= 1 results in
films with solid Ge content of about 85%, while a flow rate
ratio of SiH

4

/GeH
4

= 9 results in films with solid Ge content
of about 45%; that analysis was performed using Secondary
Ion Mass Spectroscopy (SIMS) [20].

The films were also analyzed with a FTIR spectropho-
tometer, which provides a spectrum of absorbance (or trans-
mittance) in arbitrary units. In Figure 7, we observe the
absorption spectra of both series of pm-Si

𝑥

Ge
𝑦

:H films in the
range from 400 cm−1 to 2200 cm−1. It is observed that both
FTIR spectra are very similar; themost relevant peaks of both
spectra are described below.

In the region between 500 cm−1 and 700 cm−1 there are
two peaks centered at 560 cm−1 and at 640 cm−1, which
are related to the Ge-H and Si-H bending vibration modes,
respectively [21]. The peak near to 735 cm−1 is related to Ge-
O bonds, while the peak near to 885 cm−1 is related to Si-
H bonds. Near to 960 cm−1 there is a peak related to Ge-
O bonds and at 1100 cm−1 there is a peak related to Si-O
bonds. Finally near to 2000 cm−1 there is a peak attributed
to a Si-H stretching mode. All these peaks are present in both
spectra.

The absorption peak near 1880 cm−1 is attributed to the
stretching vibration of Ge-H [20]; this peak is only present
in the spectra of the films of Series #1, indicating a higher
Ge content (than in the films of Series #2). The above is in
agreement with the band gap analysis (Tauc plot) and the
larger GeH

4

flow rate used for the deposition of Series #1.
In Figure 8, the dependence of 𝜎RT as a function of the

deposition pressure in both series of pm-Si
𝑥

Ge
𝑦

:H films is
shown, and it is observed that 𝜎RT is larger in the films
deposited at pressure in the range of 1000mTorr–1200mTorr.
The above result is very interesting, since it indicates that
deposition pressures, in that range, promote films with better
structural order, due to the presence of nanocrystals, and
those nanocrystals improve the electron mobility in the films
(𝜇
𝑒

) and consequently 𝜎RT.
In Figure 8, it is also observed that the films of Series

#1 (SiH
4

/GeH
4

= 1) have larger 𝜎RT of nearly two orders of
magnitudewith respect to the films of Series #2 (SiH

4

/GeH
4

=
9), which is related to the GeH

4

flow rate used for deposition
(and higher Ge content).

We measured the temperature dependence of conduc-
tivity, 𝜎(𝑇), in both series of pm-Si

𝑥

Ge
𝑦

:H films, as is
shown in Figure 9. We determined 𝐸

𝑎

from the Arrhenius
curve ln(conductivity) versus 1/𝐾𝑇2. 𝐸

𝑎

is related to the
conductivity by (3), rewritten in (4), which express a line of
the form 𝑦 = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑥. Then, 𝐸

𝑎

is obtained by fitting a straight
line in the curve and calculating its slope as follows:

𝜎 = 𝜎
0

exp (−
𝐸
𝑎

𝐾𝑇2
) , (3)

ln (𝜎) = ln (𝜎
0

) −
𝐸
𝑎

𝐾𝑇2
. (4)
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Figure 7: FTIR spectra of two series of pm-Si
𝑥

Ge
𝑦

:H films. (a) Series #1: SiH
4

/GeH
4

= 1 and (b) Series #2: SiH
4

/GeH
4

= 9.

Figure 10 shows 𝐸
𝑎

and TCR as a function of the deposi-
tion pressure of both series of pm-Si

𝑥

Ge
𝑦

:H films. For Series
#1, the largest values obtained were 𝐸

𝑎

= 0.45 eV and TCR =
5.9%K−1, while, for Series #2, the largest values obtainedwere
𝐸
𝑎

= 0.62 eV and TCR = 7.9%K−1. The above is related to the
fact that the films of Series #2 were deposited with larger SiH

4

flow rate (and consequently have larger Si content) than the
films of series #1.

Finally, after studying the effect of the deposition pressure
and the SiH

4

/GeH
4

flow rate ratio on the characteristics
of pm-Si

𝑥

Ge
𝑦

:H films, we can conclude that large pressure
values (1000mTorr–1200mTorr) are suitable for the forma-
tion of nanocrystals in the amorphous films, improving their
stability and electrical characteristics. On the other hand,
depending on the SiH

4

/GeH
4

flow rate ratio used for the films
deposition, it is possible to produce films with TCR values
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Figure 9: Temperature dependence of conductivity, 𝜎(𝑇), in two series of pm-Si
𝑥

Ge
𝑦

:H films. (a) Series #1: SiH
4

/GeH
4

= 1 and (b) Series #2:
SiH
4

/GeH
4

= 9.

in the range of 4.3%K−1–7.9%K−1, with moderated 𝜎RT. The
above characteristics are better than those of a-Si:H,B films
used in commercial IRFPAs.

4. Conclusion

In this work, we have studied the deposition and char-
acterization of amorphous silicon-germanium films with

embedded nanocrystals (pm-Si
𝑥

Ge
𝑦

:H).We have studied the
films characteristics under the influence of the deposition
parameters as the chamber pressure and the precursor gases
flow rate ratios (SiH

4

/GeH
4

). We have concluded that there
is an optimum deposition pressure that promotes the forma-
tion of nanocrystals in the amorphous films (1000mTorr–
1200mTorr) and impacts on the electrical characteristics and
stability of the films. On the other hand, by varying the
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Figure 10: (a) Activation energy (𝐸
𝑎

) as a function of the deposition pressure of two series of pm-Si
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Ge
𝑦

:H films. (b) TCR as a function of
the deposition pressure for two series of pm-Si

𝑥

Ge
𝑦

films.

SiH
4

/GeH
4

flow rate ratio, it is possible to vary 𝜎RT of the
films (in about two orders of magnitude), as well the TCR in
the range of 4.3%K−1–7.9%K−1.

Finally, we conclude that pm-Si
𝑥

Ge
𝑦

:H films have advan-
tages over amorphous thin films based on boron doped a-
Si:H, due to their very large values of TCR with moderated
values of 𝜎RT and, moreover, due to the possibility of tailoring
those characteristics for specific requirements.
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Possibility for a novel type of sensors for detecting nanosized substances (e.g., macromolecules or molecule clusters) through their
effects on electron tunneling in a double nanoscale semiconductor heterostructure is discussed.We studied spectral distributions of
localized/delocalized states of a single electron in a double quantum well (DQW) with relation to slight asymmetry perturbations.
The asymmetry was modeled by modification of the dot shape and the confinement potential. Electron energy uncertainty is
restricted by the differences between energy levels within the spectra of separated QWs. Hence, we established a direct relationship
between the uncertainty of electron localization and the energy uncertainty. We have shown in various instances that a small
violation of symmetry drastically affects the electron localization. These phenomena can be utilized to devise new sensing
functionalities. The charge transport in such sensors is highly sensitive to minuscule symmetry violation caused by the detected
substance. The detection of the electron localization constitutes the sensor signal.

1. Introduction

Anewgeneration of nanosensors is underway and is expected
to revolutionize modern engineering fields, including bio-
engineering and drug delivery systems in nanomedicine,
to name a few. Semiconductor heterostructures, such as
quantum dots and rings, are of high interest for the devel-
opment of these nanosensors, as well as many other pre-
dicted nanodevices. Of particular importance is the electron
tunneling that occurs between the nanosized elements of
such devices. Double quantum systems facilitate the study
of tunneling related to barrier penetration effects in double
well potentials [1]. When the elements of a quantum system
get coupled, the energy barrier splitting of degenerate levels
occurs, due to their common wave function. As a result,
two nearly degenerate eigenstates are formed, which are a
linear combination of the wave functions of the electron in
isolated dots. Likewise, electron spectrumof double quantum
dots formed by a set of quasidoublets is well described
within the one-dimensional formalism given in [1] for dou-
ble quantum wells. An example of theoretical analysis for
double quantum dots has been presented in [2, 3]. These
are supported by experimental studies of different aspects
(spin effects, coupling distance, electron-phonon coupling,

hybrid nanostructures, etc.) which are tightly connected to,
and controlled by, charge tunneling in the DQDs. These
aspects are extensively developing; see, for instance, [4–
6]. Recently, we have reported in [7] that single electron
localized/delocalized states and the tunneling in DQWs and
DQDs are highly sensitive to the violation of reflection
symmetry of the dots. It should be noted that this aspect is
relevant to quantum dot reality, as fabrication technologies
produce dot arrays with imperfect shape and distributions.
These imperfections inherently induce a chaotic behavior
in the QDs. It has been demonstrated that chaos strongly
influences charge transport and other properties of QDs
[8, 9]. The relevance of electron tunneling and chaos in
real QD arrays is obvious for next generation nanodevices,
for instance, future single molecule nanosensors, quantum
computing devices, and advanced solar cells, to name a few.

In the present work we study the spectral distribution of
electron localized/delocalized states and tunneling in DQWs.
The average coordinate is used to characterize the localization
of a single electron. We discuss the case of identical QWs
constituting a DQW, as an example, when the uncertainty
principle is manifested. Uncertainty of electron localization
occurs when the difference of electron energies in the left and
right QW is very small; that is the case of almost identical
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QWs. The symmetry violation caused by differences in the
geometry and/or the confinement potentials in left and right
QWs is thoroughly discussed.

2. Effective Model for
InAs/GaAs Quantum Dots

We consider quantum dots composed of InGaAs on a GaAs
substrate. The fabrication of such kind of quantum dots
is reported in [10, 11], for example. In practice, QDs have
average lateral size and height of 41 and 1.6 nm, respectively,
with variations within 23% and 28%, respectively. Hence,
in our model the heterostructured QD dimensions were
varied within these limits. The QDs were laterally distributed
(two-dimensional array) for minimizing the computational
recourses. The underlying quantum problem is modeled uti-
lizing the kp-perturbation single subband approach, which
is mathematically formulated by the Schrödinger equation as
follows [12]:

(�̂�kp + 𝑉
𝑐
(𝑟) + 𝑉

𝑠
(𝑟))Ψ (𝑟) = 𝐸Ψ (𝑟) . (1)

Here �̂�kp is the single band kp-Hamiltonian operator
�̂�kp = −∇(ℎ2/2𝑚∗)∇, 𝑚∗ = 𝑚∗(r) is the electron effective
mass, which depends on the position of the electron, and
𝑉
𝑐
(r) is the band gap potential, which is null inside the QW,

𝑉
𝑐
(r) = 0, and constant, equal to 𝑉

𝑐
, outside the QW. The

value of 𝑉
𝑐
is defined by the conduction band offset for

the bulk. The band gap potential for the conduction band
is chosen as 𝑉

𝑐
= 0.594 eV [13]. The magnitude of 𝑉

𝑐
is

calculated as 𝑉
𝑐

= 𝑘(𝐸
𝑔,2

− 𝐸
𝑔,1

), where 𝐸
𝑔,1

and 𝐸
𝑔,2

are
the band gaps of QD and the substrate, respectively. The
coefficient 𝑘 can be different for the conduction and valence
bands. Here, the dimensionless constant 𝑘 values are taken
from [14]. For the conduction band 𝑘(CB) = 0.54, and for
the valence band 𝑘(VB) = 0.46. Using experimental values
𝐸
𝑔,1

= 0.42 eV and𝐸
𝑔,2

= 1.52 eV,𝑉
𝑐
= 0.594 eVwas obtained

for the conduction band. The bulk effective masses of InAs
andGaAs are𝑚∗

1
= 0.024𝑚

0
and𝑚∗

2
= 0.067𝑚

0
, respectively

[15], where 𝑚
0
is the free electron mass. 𝑉

𝑠
(r) is the effective

potential simulating the strain effect; it is attractive and acts
inside the QW.Themagnitude of the potential can be chosen
[12] to reproduce experimental data. In presented work, the
magnitude of𝑉

𝑠
for the conduction band is 0.21 eV. With this

value, the results of the 8th band kp-calculations of [16] are
well reproduced [17].

3. Wave Function of Two Level System

Single electron spectrum of a two-level system is defined as a
set of quasidoublets [1].The one-dimensional wave functions
of each quasidoublet can be expressed as follows [1]:

Ψ
+
= cos(Θ

2
)𝜓
1
+ sin(Θ

2
)𝜓
2
,

Ψ
−
= − sin(Θ

2
)𝜓
1
+ cos(Θ

2
)𝜓
2
,

(2)

Vc

E1

Eg.s.

0

d2d1

ΔE12

QW2QW1
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Figure 1: Band gapmodel for one-dimensional DQW. 𝑑
1
and 𝑑

2
are

widths of the QWs, 𝑑
1

̸= 𝑑
2
.Δ𝐸
12
is the difference between homolog

energy levels pertaining to left and rightQWs, considered separated.
The notations are corresponding to the theoretical model described
above. 𝐸

𝑔.𝑠.
is ground state energy of an electron.

where

tan (Θ) = 2𝑊
Δ𝐸
12

with 0 ≤ Θ ≤ 𝜋. (3)

Relation (2) shows that the wave function decomposed
onto the basis set (𝜓

1
, 𝜓
2
). The parameter 𝑊 is a coupling

coefficient of the quantum system elements. It depends on the
wave function overlap for the “unperturbed states” 𝜓

1
and 𝜓

2

of the left and right quantum dots considered to be separated.
Δ𝐸
12

= 𝐸
1
− 𝐸
2
is energy difference of separated QWs. It is

defined for each energy level in the spectrum. An illustration
of the band gapmodel with the effective potential is presented
in Figure 1.

In (2), we neglected the phase shift as it does not play a
role in the present case.The energy difference Δ𝐸

12
coincides

with the quasidoublet splitting Δ𝐸 = 𝐸
+
− 𝐸
−
for separated

QWs.
To evaluate the electron localization, we analyze the single

electron average coordinate ⟨𝑥⟩, calculated as ⟨𝑥⟩
𝑖
= ⟨𝑖|𝑥|𝑖⟩

for 𝑖 = 1, 2, which are associated, respectively, with QW
𝑖
, 𝑖 =

1, 2, considered to be separated. The 𝑥-coordinate origin is
the midpoint of the two QWs. The average coordinate ⟨𝑥⟩

+

(⟨𝑥⟩
−
) of the electron in Ψ

+
state (Ψ

−
) can be written as

⟨x⟩
+
= −cos2 (Θ

2
) ⟨x⟩1

 + sin2 (Θ
2
) ⟨x⟩2



+ 2 sin(Θ
2
) cos(Θ

2
) ⟨𝑥⟩
12

,

⟨𝑥⟩
−
= −sin2 (Θ

2
) ⟨x⟩1

 + cos2 (Θ
2
) ⟨𝑥⟩2



− 2 sin(Θ
2
) cos(Θ

2
) ⟨x⟩
12

(4)

for corresponding levels of a quasidoublet spectrum (i.e.,
the DQW spectrum). Due to the dependence on Θ, single
electron spectrum is constituted of three parts: delocalized
states (Θ ≈ 𝜋/2), localized states (Θ ≈ 0), and states
with different probability for localizations in left and right
QWs. The equation Θ = arctg(𝑊/Δ𝐸

12
), derived from
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Figure 2: Relation between the parameter Θ and the QW coupling
coefficient in a DQW.The ranges for localized and delocalized states
of the electron in DQW are shown.

(3), provides the relationship between Θ parameter and
localization/delocalization likelihood of electron in DQW.
Figure 2 illustrates that relationship and shows the domain
ranges where location and delocalization occur.

According to relation (3), the electron localization in
DQW is extremely sensitive to small violations of DQW
symmetry, when Δ𝐸

12
≈ 0. By differentiation of relation (3),

one can obtain an estimate of the sensitivity of the terms in
(2) to small variations of the energy difference Δ𝐸

12
:

𝛿 (Θ
2
) ∼ 𝑊

(Δ𝐸
12
)2

𝛿 (Δ𝐸
12
) . (5)

Due to the square in the denominator, small variations
of Δ𝐸

12
cause large variations of the prefactors in relations

(2) and (4). Hence, for weakly coupled QWs the uncertainty
of single electron energy is minimal, while the uncertainty
for electron localization is large. This fact is in line with the
uncertainty principle.

4. Numerical Results

4.1. Identical QWs. The experimentally demonstrated circu-
lar disc shaped InAs/GaAs quantum dots constitute double
quantumwells.We consider in this section identical quantum
wells, with equal radii 𝑅

1
= 𝑅
2

= 33 nm. An example of
experimental realization of this system is reported in [10, 11],
where the grownQDs are highly symmetric and free fromany
lateral elongation.

The electron average coordinate ⟨𝑥⟩ in this DQW system
has been calculated for each level of the single electron
spectrum, according to the above described model. The
results are presented in Figure 3. In the DQW quasidoublet
spectrum, the spectral distribution appears symmetric rela-
tive to the ⟨𝑥⟩ = 0 axis, due to relation (4). Furthermore, the
energy spectrum of single electron can be sorted according
to electron localization probability, as a set of localized states
(in the left QW or right QW, for which ⟨𝑥⟩ = ±|⟨𝑥⟩|),
delocalized states (i.e., ⟨𝑥⟩ ∼ 0), and states with different
probabilities in left and right QWs. Competition between
values of Δ𝐸

12
and the coupling coefficient 𝑊 in (2)-(3)

defines the type of electron localization in the system. For
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Figure 3: Effects of the interdot distance, 𝑎, on the spectrum of a
DQW made of symmetric circular InAs/GaAs dots (𝑅

1
= 𝑅
2

=
40 nm). (a) Schematic representation of geometry parameters of
DQW. (b) The average coordinate ⟨𝑥⟩ calculated for each level of
single electron DQW spectrum.

the ideal case of identical QWs, that is, when Δ𝐸
12

= 0, the
wave functions of delocalized states are expressed as Ψ

+
=

(𝜓
1
+ 𝜓
2
)/√2, and Ψ

−
= (−𝜓

1
+ 𝜓
2
)/√2. It should be noted

that numerical discretization of the Schrodinger equation on
a finite mesh leads to significant computational errors. Thus
the ideally symmetric system cannot be solved numerically,
and computer modeling rather leads to solutions pertaining
to dissymmetric QWs. As can be seen in Figure 3, there are
strong deviations of the spectral distribution for the average
coordinate ⟨𝑥⟩, calculated for two interdot distances which
differ for small values of 𝑎. This instability is stronger for the
intermediate region of the spectrum, where the levels with
different probability for localization in left and right QWs are
found.

To evaluate the accuracy of the calculations we applied
different meshes. Figure 4 shows the sensitivity of spectral
distribution of ⟨𝑥⟩ to tuning the discretization meshes. The
results are unstable relative to mesh variations. In particular,
the calculation for states with different localization probabil-
ity (in left and right QWs) is unstable due to the uncertainty
of Δ𝐸

12
(artificially due to computational errors) and relation

(3). One can use the quasidoublet splitting energy Δ𝐸 =
𝐸
+

− 𝐸
−
at the ground state, as a reference, to evaluate the

effect of discretization. Figure 4 shows ⟨𝑥⟩ for three meshes
and the inset gives the resulting Δ𝐸, energy splitting of the
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Figure 5: Average coordinate ⟨𝑥⟩ of the electron in ground state of
symmetric circle shaped DQW (𝑅

1
= 𝑅
2

= 40 nm) as a function
of the interdot distance. The numerical discretization for the used
mesh leads to an energy differenceΔ𝐸 ∼ 10−7 eV of the quasidoublet
ground state.

quasidoublet for the ground state. It appears that the finer
mesh gives the smaller Δ𝐸. Hence, we assume that the results
of calculations presented below for identical QW have a
numerical error of about 10−7 eV.

Visualization of the localized-delocalized states dynamics
in the InAs/GaAs DQW is given in Figure 5, where the
average coordinate ⟨𝑥⟩ is presented as a function of the
interdot distance 𝑎 (see also [7]). When the distance between
QWs is large, the electron is localized in one of the QWs; in
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Figure 6: Average coordinate, ⟨𝑥⟩, for single electron spectrum
in the case of asymmetric DQW versus interdot distance 𝑎. The
asymmetry parameter is maintained constant and equal to 𝜉 =
0.99975 (𝜉 = 𝑅

2
/𝑅
1
= 39.999/40).

that case the parameter Θ ≈ 0. When the interdot distance
decreases, the electron tunneling increases and the wave
function spreads over the whole double system, 0 ≤ Θ ≤ 𝜋.
All states become delocalized for interdot distances less than
17 nm.The localized states occur for interdot distances larger
than 25 nm.

Additionally, as can be seen in (5), the electron localiza-
tion demonstrates extreme sensitivity to small variations of
QW shapes, which also violate theDQW left-right symmetry.
Dissymmetry of dot shape will be discussed in the following
section.

4.2. Asymmetric DQW. Let us consider two circular QWs
that are nonidentical. The asymmetry parameter for the
DQW is defined as 𝜉 = 𝑅

2
/𝑅
1
. We chose very small asym-

metry (e.g., 𝜉 ∼ 0.999975 = 39.999/40), as nearly identical
QWs lead to relevant quantum effects and mimic the reality
of QW arrays. In this study, we vary the interdot distance.
The calculation results are presented in Figure 6, where the
average coordinate ⟨𝑥⟩ along the single electron spectrum is
shown for four interdot distances. The interdot distance is
gradually decreased from large distances, when the QWs are
separated, to contacting QWs.

Comparing with the previously discussed identical
DQWs, for asymmetric DQW, the interdot distance that
causes the quantum states to become delocalized, over the
entire spectrum, is smaller. For example, when 𝜉 = 0.999975,
such interdot distance is less than 7 nm, whereas it is equal to
17 nm for identical QWs.

It has been previously found [7] that extremely small
difference in QW radii in a DQW (ratio 𝜉 = 𝑅

2
/𝑅
1
slightly

smaller than 1) drastically affects the spectral distribution of
localized/delocalized states. Such violation of DQW shape
symmetry defines small variation of Δ𝐸

12
, according to (3).

Also, according to (4), small change of Δ𝐸
12

can induce
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Figure 7: (a) Spectral distribution of ⟨𝑥⟩ for asymmetric DQW with 𝑎 = 10 nm. The asymmetry parameter 𝜉 = 𝑅
2
/𝑅
1

= 39.999/40 (𝜉 =
0.999975).The vertical lines divide the spectrum in three predominant parts: delocalized, transitional, and localized states. (b)Overlap integral
𝑆 plotted along electron spectrum; the integration area Σ is shown in the inset.

significant changes of the coefficients of linear combination
(2), thereby drastically changing the wave functions.

Typical picture for the spectral distribution of average
coordinate ⟨𝑥⟩ is shown in Figure 7(a), which was obtained
for interdot distance 𝑎 = 10 nm. The spectrum readily
divided in localized states (upper spectral levels), states
with different localization probability in left and right QW
(transitional states), and delocalized states (low-lying states).
The relations in (4) explain the spectral distribution of the
average coordinate shown in Figure 7(a).

The matrix element 𝑊 (which is also proportional to
the quasidoublet energy splitting Δ𝐸 [18]) can be described
using the following relation: 𝑊 ∼ 𝑆, where 𝑆 is the overlap
integral, approximated by 𝑆 = ∫

Σ

𝜓2(𝑥, 𝑦)𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑦, with the
integration domain Σ being the area between the QWs;
see inset in Figure 7(b). In the overlap integral, the wave
functions 𝜓(𝑥, 𝑦) are normalized.The distribution of 𝑆 along
the spectrum is shown in Figure 7(b). The magnitude of the
wave function overlap depends on both the distance between
quantum objects and the spreading of the wave function over
the QWs. Generally, the matrix elements 𝑊 are larger for
upper levels in comparison with those for low-lying levels.
This is due to the fact that the upper levels of the spectrum
have broader wave functions. The large values of 𝑊 are
associated with the largeΘ values (i.e.,Θ ≤ 𝜋) for such levels;
in such cases, the electron takes a localized state, as can be
seen in Figure 7(a).

The symmetry breaking in DQW can be also made by
variations of the confinement strength in one of the QWs. In
Figure 8, the results of such variations are presented for QWs
with identical shape.Themagnitude of the DQW asymmetry
is increased by increasing the potential from 𝑉

𝑠
= 0.21 eV

to 0.21005 eV, to 0.2101 eV, and to 0.211 eV. With the last
value of 𝑉

𝑠
all states in the spectrum become localized.

Note that initially the states were delocalized, due to the
chosen short interdot distance (𝑎 = 4 nm). Again we see
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Figure 8: Single electron average coordinate ⟨𝑥⟩ along the energy
spectrum for asymmetric DQWunder different confinement poten-
tials 𝑉

𝑠
in left QW (shown in the inset). The potential in right QW

is not changed (𝑉
𝑠
= 0.21 eV).The interdot distance is kept constant

and equal to 4 nm.

that such quick transformation of electron localization (due
to symmetry breaking) is possible under the condition of
minimal uncertainty of electron energy. The pace and the
sensitivity of the transformation are high for almost identical
QWs.

One more illustration of symmetry breaking effect is
given in Figure 9, where the DQW asymmetry is made by
a small cut of the right quantum well (QW

2
). The average

coordinate ⟨𝑥⟩ plotted along electron spectrum for different
depths of the cut (𝑑

0
= 0.5 nm and 1 nm) is given in
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Figure 10: (a) Energy differences Δ𝐸
12
(solid circles) and overlap integrals 𝑆 (open circles). (b) Average coordinate ⟨𝑥⟩ along single electron

spectrum for the asymmetric DQW for asymmetry parameter 𝜉 = 𝑅
2𝑦

/𝑅
2𝑥
, 𝜉 = 39.75/40 = 0.99375. The dashed lines divide Δ𝐸

12
and 𝑆

ranges in regions of mainly localized and mainly delocalized states.

Figure 9(b). The interpretation of this data can be done by
noticing that the decrease of the asymmetry (through shape
variation or through decrease of energy uncertainty limits)
leads to increasing uncertainty of electron position in the
system. For larger depth of the cut, the states of the DQW
are mainly localized states.

An additional illustration of the symmetry breaking effect
is presented in Figures 10 and 11, where we compare the
tunneling for two cases: small (𝜉 = 0.99375) and relatively
large (𝜉 = 0.875) asymmetry of the DQWwith fixed interdot
distance. This is composed of a QW circular in shape with a

radius 𝑅
1
= 40 nm and an elliptical QW with the major axis

along the𝑥-axis (𝑅
2𝑦

≤ 𝑅
2𝑥
).ThevaluesΔ𝐸

12
and 𝑆 are shown

in Figure 10(a). Again, the number of the delocalized levels
appears larger for the case of small asymmetry.The “random”
distribution of delocalized states in the spectrum relates to the
distribution of the matrix element 𝑊 is reflected here in the
distribution of the 𝑆 integral.The 𝑆 parameter varies up to two
degrees for different spectral levels.The levels withminimal 𝑆
directly relate to delocalized states of the spectrum, as visible
in Figure 10(b). One can note that if the value of 𝑆 is relatively
large and Δ𝐸

12
is relatively small, the corresponding state
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Figure 11: Average coordinate ⟨𝑥⟩ along single electron spectrum
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can be delocalized. Hence, we can divide the ranges of Δ𝐸
12

and 𝑆 in mainly localized states and mainly delocalized states
regions (see vertical and horizontal lines). The number of
delocalized states decreases when the asymmetry increases;
these can be evaluated by comparing Figures 10(b) and 11. It
is clear that when the asymmetry becomes increasingly larger,
the states with ⟨𝑥⟩ ∼ 0 disappear.

The violation of DQW shape symmetry largely effects
the spectral distribution of localized/delocalized states by
varying the energy level splitting, manifested by a large
energy difference Δ𝐸

12
. This effect can favorably be applied

to make a nanosensing functionality. We present in Figure 12
results ofmodeling an asymmetricDQWwith a protuberance
at the central edge of QW

2
, as is shown in Figure 12(a). The

protuberance plays the role of either a defect grown with the
quantum dot or a foreign material adsorbed on the surface of
a dot that was initially identical to its peer.

It appears from data in Figure 12 that the degree of
delocalization is a direct function of the size of the protu-
berance, which as indicated above could be a defect or an
adsorbed substance. This offers the possibility to sense the
protuberance size. Calibration of this sensing functionality
can be done through our modeling and by varying the size
of the defect, respectively, the adsorbed substance.

5. Conclusion

We studied the spectral distribution of localized/delocalized
states in DQW. The electron localization in DQW appeared
extremely sensitive to small violations of symmetry in DQWs
due to relation (5) for Δ𝐸

12
nearing zero. The extreme sensi-

tivity to symmetry violations, found through our modeling,
can be technologically important.

The observed electron behavior in double quantum struc-
tures can be interpreted in terms of the uncertainty principle.
We have shown that the spectral distribution of the electron
average coordinate ⟨𝑥⟩ is distinctly different for various types
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Figure 12: (a) Semicircle shaped DQW, where the asymmetry is
generated by a rectangular defect in the right QW.The defect height,
𝐻, andwidth,𝐷, were varied, as indicated in the inset, while the radii
and the dot interdistance aremaintained constant (𝑅

1
= 𝑅
2
= 40 nm

and 𝑎 = 16 nm). (b) Electron average position ⟨𝑥⟩plotted against the
electron spectrum of the asymmetric DQWs.

of DQW symmetry violations. It appeared that the ideal case
of identical QWs cannot be reliably modeled numerically,
since the closer the DQW to perfectly symmetric shape, the
higher the effect of numerical discretization on tunneling
properties.

We demonstrated that the DQW is a quantum system
suitable for sensing tiny substances adsorbed on one of the
quantum dots constituting the DQW or by a defect in one of
the dots. The protuberance volume capable of breaking the
symmetry, changing the quantum states of the DQW, and
provoking tunneling was estimated to contain one to several
thousand atoms, which is in the range of the size of polymer
macromolecules and biomolecules.
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AcetyleneC
2
H
2
gas is one of themost important fault characteristic hydrocarbon gases dissolved in oil immersed power transformer

oil. This paper reports the successful preparation and characterization of samarium oxide Sm
2
O
3
decorated tin oxide SnO

2
based

sensors with hierarchical rod structure for C
2
H
2
gas detection. Pure and Sm

2
O
3
decorated SnO

2
sensing structures were synthesized

by a facile hydrothermal method and characterized by XRD, FESEM, TEM, EDS, and XPS measurements, respectively. Planar
chemical gas sensors with the synthesis samples were fabricated, and their sensing performances to C

2
H
2
gas were systematically

performed and automatically recorded by a CGS-1 TP intelligent gas sensing analysis system.The optimum operating temperature
of the Sm

2
O
3
decorated SnO

2
based sensor towards 50𝜇L/L of C

2
H
2
is 260∘C, and its corresponding response value is 38.12, which

is 6 times larger than the pure one. Its response time is about 8–10 s and 10–13 s for recovery time. Meanwhile good stability and
reproducibility of the decorated sensor to C

2
H
2
gas are also obtained. Furthermore, the proposed sensor exhibits excellent C

2
H
2

selectivity among some potential interface gases, like H
2
and CO gas. All sensing results indicate the sensor fabricated with oxide

Sm
2
O
3
decorated SnO

2
nanorods might be a promising candidate for C

2
H
2
detection in practice.

1. Introduction

Large-scale power transformers are expensive and significant
electric apparatus in electric grid system [1, 2]. At present,
a large number of power transformers are still in oil-paper
insulation structure, and some insulating defects unavoidably
exist during transformer design, manufacturer, installation
and operation [3]. Once potential insulating faults hap-
pened on power transformers, some fault characteristic gases,
like hydrogen, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, methane,
ethane, ethylene, acetylene, and so forth, would appear and
then dissolve into transformer oil [4, 5]. Among them, acety-
lene gasC

2
H
2
is themost effective one to identify thermal and

electrical faults. Thus, how to rapidly and accurately detect
C
2
H
2
gas is currently the subject of intensive research and

great attention has been focused on this issue for the past few
years [1–6].

In recent years, various types of gas sensing technologies
have been proposed to detect transformer fault character-
istic gases, such as metal oxide semiconductors [7, 8], gas

chromatograph, carbon nanotubes [9], and photoacoustic
spectroscopy and Raman spectroscopy [10, 11]. Gas chro-
matography is mainly used as offline experiment, and spec-
troscopy is only in the stage of laboratory study and has a long
way for practical application. With the advantages of simple
manufacture technique, low cost, long life, rapid response,
and recovery time, semiconductor SnO

2
may be the most

promising sensing technology for detecting and recognizing
dissolved fault characteristic gases in transformer oil [12–15].
However, some limitations, like high operating temperature,
unsatisfactory selectivity, and poor long-term stability, are
still needed to be further improved [16–21]. Doping modifi-
cation with noble, rare-earth, and transition metals has been
proved to be an effective method to improve the sensing
properties of metal oxide semiconductors [22–29].

Hence, in this work we proposed the research of semi-
conductor SnO

2
based chemical gas sensor decorated with

rare-earth oxide Sm
2
O
3
for C
2
H
2
detection. Firstly Sm

2
O
3

decorated SnO
2
nanorods were successfully synthesized with

a facile and environment friendly hydrothermal method
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and characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD), field emis-
sion scanning electron microscopy (FESEM), transmission
electron microscopy (TEM), energy dispersive X-ray spec-
troscopy (EDS), andX-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
measurements, respectively. And then planar chemical gas
sensors with the synthesis samples were fabricated with
screen-printing technology, and their sensing performances
towards C

2
H
2
gas were systematically performed and auto-

matically recorded by a CGS-1 TP intelligent gas sensing
analysis system. Finally a possible sensing mechanism was
discussed and proposed.

2. Experimental

All the raw chemical reagents were of analytical grade
purchased form Chongqing Chuandong Chemical Reagent
Co., Ltd. (Chongqing, China), and used as received
without any further purification. Sm

2
O
3
decorated SnO

2

nanostructures were prepared by a facile and environment
friendly hydrothermal method using Na

2
SnO
3
⋅3H
2
O,

Sm(NO
3
)
3
⋅6H
2
O, C
6
H
8
O
7
⋅H
2
O, NaOH, absolute ethanol,

and distilled water as precursors.
In a typical procedure, 0.81 g of Na

2
SnO
3
⋅3H
2
O, 0.68 g

of NaOH, 30mL of absolute ethanol, and 30mL of distilled
water were firstly mixed together. Then, 0.05 g of compound
metal salt Sm(NO

3
)
3
⋅6H
2
O and 0.24 g of C

6
H
8
O
7
⋅H
2
O

were added to the mixed solution with intense magnetic
stirring. It was magnetically stirred for about 45min and
then transferred into a 100mL Teflon-lined stainless steel
autoclave, sealed and maintained at 180∘C for 24 h. After the
reaction was completed, the autoclave was cooled to room
temperature naturally. The white precipitates were collected
and washed with distilled water and absolute ethanol several
times to eliminate the unwanted residues. Finally, the prod-
ucts were further air-dried and heated for further use. Pure
SnO
2
nanostructures were also prepared for comparisonwith

a similar synthesis route mentioned above.
The crystalline structures of the prepared pure and

Sm
2
O
3
decorated SnO

2
nanostructures were investigated by

X-ray powder diffraction (XRD, Rigaku D/Max-1200X) with
Cu K𝛼 radiation (40 kV, 200mA and 𝜆 = 1.5418 Å). The
microstructures and morphologies of prepared samples were
characterized by means of field emission scanning electron
microscope (FESEM, Hillsboro equipped with energy dis-
persive X-ray (EDS) spectroscopy) and transmission electron
micrographs (TEM, Hitachi S-570). Analysis of the X-ray
photoelectron spectra (XPS) was performed on an ESCLAB
MKII using Al as the exciting source.

Planar chemical gas sensors were fabricated with screen-
printing technique, and the ceramic substrates were pur-
chased from Beijing Elite Tech Co., Ltd., China [18]. Figure 1
shows the structure chart of the planar chemical gas sensor.
As demonstrated in Figure 1 the planar chemical sensor is
composed of three significant components, ceramic sub-
strate, Ag-Pd interdigital electrodes, and sensing materials.
The length, width, and height of the planar ceramic substrate
are about 13.4, 7, and 1mm, respectively. The synthesized
sensing nanostructures were dispersed with distilled water
and absolute ethanol in a weight ratio of 100 : 20 : 10 to

Figure 1: Structure chart of the fabricated planar sensor.

Figure 2: The CGS-1TP gas sensing analysis system.

form a homogeneous paste. Then the paste was subsequently
screen-printed onto the planar ceramic substrate to generate
a uniform gas-sensing film. Finally, the fabricated sensor was
dried in air at 80∘C to volatilize the organic solvent and
further aged at 300∘C for 2 days to improve its stability before
testing.

Gas-sensing properties were measured using the Chemi-
cal Gas Sensor-1 Temperature Pressure (CGS-1TP) intelligent
gas sensing analysis system [18], which was purchased from
Beijing Elite Tech Co., Ltd., China. Figure 2 illustrates the
schematic diagram of the CGS-1TP gas sensing analysis
system, which could offer an external temperature control
ranging from room temperature to 500∘Cwith an adjustment
precision of 1∘C. The first step in testing process was to put
the fabricated gas sensor into the test chamber and fix its
electrodes by adjusting the two probes on each side to collect
electrical signals. When the sensor resistance reached a
constant value, certain amount of C

2
H
2
was injected into the

chamber by a microinjector through a rubber plug. Open the
upper cover of the test chamber to recover the sensor until the
resistance attained a new stable value. The sensor resistance
and sensitivity were automatically collected and analyzed
by the system. And the environmental temperature, relative
humidity, andworking temperature were also recorded by the
analysis system.

The sensor sensitivity (𝑆) in this paper was defined as 𝑆 =
𝑅
𝑎
/𝑅
𝑔
, where 𝑅

𝑎
represented the resistance of the sensor in

air and 𝑅
𝑔
in certain concentration of C

2
H
2
mixed with air,
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Figure 3: Typical XRDpatterns of (a) pure and (b) Sm
2
O
3
decorated

SnO
2
nanostructures.

respectively [30].The time taken by the sensor to achieve 90%
of the total resistance change was designated as the response
time in the case of gas adsorption and the recovery time in
the case of gas desorption [31]. All gas sensing measurements
were repeated several times to ensure the repeatability of the
sensor against C

2
H
2
gas [31, 32].

3. Results and Discussion

XRD measurement was firstly performed to determine the
crystalline structures of the as-synthesized samples. Figure 3
presents the typical XRD patterns of the prepared pure and
Sm
2
O
3
decorated SnO

2
nanostructures. One can clearly see

in Figure 3 that these nanostructures are polycrystalline in
nature. The prominent peaks of (110), (101), and (211) and
other smaller peaks are well in accordance with the standard
spectrum of the tetragonal rutile SnO

2
given in the standard

data file (JCPDS file no. 41-1445). No peaks from samarium
atom and its oxide are observed, which might be attributed
to the high dispersion and the low amount of Sm in the
synthesized SnO

2
samples.

To check whether Sm element has been successfully
doped into the synthesized SnO

2
nanostructures, energy

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy measurement was performed.
Figure 4 is the EDS spectrum of the synthesized Sm

2
O
3

decorated SnO
2
nanostructures. Peaks from Sn, Sm, and O

are observed and the atomic ratio of Sm to Sn is calculated
to be about 3.13 at %, which confirms the availability of Sm
dopant in the synthesized SnO

2
nanostructures.

To further verify the existence of Sm atom and its valence
in the synthesized SnO

2
samples, XPS analyses (Figure 5)

were performed and XPS data was collected. Adventitious
hydrocarbon C 1s binding energy at 285 eV was used as a
reference to correct the energy shift of O 1s. Figure 6 shows
the wide survey spectrum of the samples, confirming the
existence of Sn, O, and Sm.The binding energies from Sn 3d,
3p, and 3s correspond to Sn4+. And the peak at 1084.3 eV is
identified as Sm2d

5/2
, which could be attributed to Sm3+ ions.
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Figure 4: EDS spectrum of Sm
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O
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decorated SnO
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nanostructures.
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Figure 5: XPS survey spectra of Sm
2
O
3
decorated SnO

2
nanostruc-

tures.

The overall surface morphologies and structural features
of the synthesized pure and Sm

2
O
3
decorated SnO

2
samples

were performed by FESEM, TEM, and SAED measurements
and represented in Figure 6. As shown in Figures 6(a)–
6(c) numerous rod-like nanostructures with uniform shape
and size can be clearly seen, and no other morphologies
were observed, revealing a high yield of the products. The
TEM image in Figure 6(c) illustrates that both the shape
and size of the Sm

2
O
3
decorated SnO

2
are exactly consistent

with the demonstrated FESEM images. The corresponding
SAED pattern as shown in Figure 6(d) verifies the polycrys-
talline structures of the synthesized Sm

2
O
3
decorated SnO

2

nanorods, which coincides well with the XRD results shown
in Figure 3.

It is known to all that operating temperature is an impor-
tant and fundamental characteristic for a semiconductor
gas sensor, which has a significant influence on its sensing
response. Figure 7 demonstrates the response curves of the
prepared pure and Sm

2
O
3
decorated SnO

2
nanorods sensors

to 50 𝜇L/L of C
2
H
2
as a function of working temperature

ranging from 140∘C to 410∘Cwith an interval of 30∘C. Appar-
ently, for each sensor the gas response increases quickly and
obtains its maximum and then decreases rapidly with further
increase of working temperature. Compared with pure SnO

2

sensor, Sm
2
O
3
decorated SnO

2
nanorods sensor exhibits a

higher resistance value at the same working temperature.
The optimum operating temperature of the decorated one to
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Figure 6: FESEM images of (a) pure SnO
2
and (b) Sm

2
O
3
decorated SnO

2
and TEM image (c) and SAED image (d) of Sm

2
O
3
decorated

SnO
2
.

50𝜇L/L of C
2
H
2
is 260∘C with the corresponding maximum

response value 38.12. And it is 7.53 for the pure one at 320∘C,
where the sensor exhibits the maximum gas response.

Figure 8 demonstrates the gas responses of the prepared
sensors as a function of C

2
H
2
concentration with sensor

working at its optimum operating temperature measured
above. As represented, the sensing responses of the sensors
versus C

2
H
2
increase greatly with increasing gas concen-

tration in the range of 1–100 𝜇L/L, change much more
slowly from 100 𝜇L/L to 400 𝜇L/L, and obtain saturation
when exposed to more than 400𝜇L/L. The saturated sensing
responses were measured to be about 68.87 and 18.61 for the
Sm
2
O
3
decorated SnO

2
nanorods sensor and the pure one.

To investigate the response-recovery characteristic, sta-
bility, and repeatability of the Sm

2
O
3

decorated SnO
2

nanorods sensor, it was sequentially exposed to various
concentrations of C

2
H
2
gas as shown in Figure 9 (5, 10, 20, 50,

and 100 𝜇L/L) and equal concentration as shown in Figure 10
(20𝜇L/L). As shown in Figures 9 and 10, the sensor response
increases rapidly when exposed to certain concentration
of C
2
H
2
and decreases dramatically when exposed to air

for recovering. The time spent for gas sensing is measured
about 8–10 s and 10–13 s for sensor recovering. Meanwhile,
the gas response of the sensor always returns to its initial
value during the continuous test period, implying a very
satisfying reproducibility of the prepared Sm

2
O
3
decorated

SnO
2
nanorods sensor.

Figure 11 depicts the histogram of the gas responses of the
pure and Sm

2
O
3
decorated SnO

2
nanorods sensors to 20𝜇L/L

of various gases at 260∘C, including C
2
H
2
, CO, and H

2
. It can

be clearly seen in Figure 11 that the decorated sensor shows
excellent C

2
H
2
sensing response among these two potential

interface gases.
SnO
2
is a typical n-type oxide semiconducting sensing

material, and its gas sensing properties are predominantly
controlled by its surface resistance [32–35]. As it is known,
when the sensor is exposed to air, oxygen would be absorbed
on SnO

2
surface firstly. Due to strong electronegativity, the

absorbed oxygen acts as a trap capturing electrons from
the condition band of SnO

2
to form chemisorbed oxygen

species like O2−, O−, or O
2

− [36]. Consequently, a depletion
region on the surface appears, resulting in a decline of
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Figure 7: Gas responses of the sensors to 50𝜇L/L of C
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working temperature.
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Figure 8: Gas responses of the sensors versus different concentra-
tion of C

2
H
2
from 1 to 500 𝜇L/L.
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nanorods sensors to 20 𝜇L/L of C
2
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, CO, and H

2
at 260∘C.

the carrier concentration and an increased sensor resistance.
As C
2
H
2
gas is introduced, the relevant chemical reactions

take place between C
2
H
2
gas and the ionized oxygen. The

trapped electrons are released back to the conduction band of
SnO
2
surface, increasing the conductivity of the sensor; thus

a decreased resistance is measured.
Based on the sensing experiments demonstrated above,

oxide Sm
2
O
3
has a significant impact on improving the sens-

ing properties of SnO
2
based gas sensor to C

2
H
2
. A possible

sensing mechanism of the Sm
2
O
3
decorated SnO

2
based sen-

sor toC
2
H
2
may be explained as follows [37, 38]. Firstly, oxide

Sm
2
O
3
might work as an effective catalyst, which benefits

the effect of active center for C
2
H
2
adsorption. Secondly,

the incorporation of Sm3+ ions might change the electronic
movement and the overlap of electron cloud of SnO

2
sensing

material, which further strengthens the electronegativity of
carbon-hydrogen triple bond of C

2
H
2
and makes it easier for

hydrogen dissociation to combine with O2−.Therefore, much
more electrons have been released in this process so that
SnO
2
resistance declines dramatically. Thirdly, the addition
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of Sm
2
O
3
could restrict the crystallite growth of SnO

2
. That

is to say, after decorating both the diameter and the length
of the synthesized SnO

2
nanorods diminish, which would

provide more active sites for oxygen adsorption and channels
for gas sensing. Therefore, the Sm

2
O
3
decorated SnO

2
based

sensor exhibits a higher gas response at a relatively lower
operating temperature to C

2
H
2
gas with rapid response-

recovery, excellent stability, reproducibility, and selectivity.

4. Conclusions

In this work, pure and oxide Sm
2
O
3

decorated SnO
2

nanorods were successfully synthesized with a facile and
simple hydrothermal method and carefully characterized by
XRD, FESEM, TEM, EDS, and XPS measurements, respec-
tively. Planar chemical gas sensors with the synthesis samples
were fabricated, and their sensing performances to C

2
H
2
gas

were systematically performed and automatically recorded by
aCGS-1 TP intelligent gas sensing analysis system. Compared
with the pure one, the Sm

2
O
3
decorated SnO

2
nanorods

based sensor exhibits lower optimum operating temperature,
higher sensing response, quick response and response time,
good stability and reproducibility, and excellent selectivity
among potential interface gases. All results indicate the sen-
sor fabricated with oxide Sm

2
O
3
decorated SnO

2
nanorods

might be a promising candidate for C
2
H
2
detection in

practice.
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Undoped and Cu doped ZnO films of two different molarities deposited by spray pyrolysis using zinc nitrate and cupric chloride
as precursors show polycrystalline nature and hexagonal wurtzite structure of ZnO. The crystallite size varies between 10 and
21 nm. Doping increases the transmittance of the films whereas the optical band gap of ZnO is reduced from 3.28 to 3.18 eV. With
increment in doping the surface morphology changes from irregular shaped grains to netted structure with holes and then to net
making needle-like structures which lends gas sensing characteristics to the films. Undoped ZnO shows maximum sensitivity at
400∘C for higher concentration of CO

2

. The sensitivity of Cu doped sample is maximum at 200∘C for all CO
2

concentrations from
500 to 4000 ppm.

1. Introduction

Zinc oxide, an environmentally safe and economic material,
with wide direct band gap (3.37 eV) and large exciton binding
energy (60meV) at room temperature [1–3] finds application
in fabrication of various devices including ultraviolet (UV)
light-emitters, varistors, transparent high power electronics,
piezoelectric transducers, gas sensors, smart windows, and
solar cells [4–6]. It is one of the most important II-VI com-
pound semiconductors and its application in optoelectronics
can be expanded by altering its band gap energy. Doping
of any metal can alter the band gap and/or can introduce
energy levels in the band gap of semiconductor materials
[7, 8]. Some metals can assume a valency depending on their
chemical surrounding, for example, any copper salt when
doped in ZnO using organometallic solution can lead to
varied oxidation states of Cu [9]. The film based gas sensors
depending on the detection of variation in some electrical
parameter, resistance or capacitance, of the film utilize n-type
semiconductingmetal oxides such as ZnO.Also,metal oxides
are stable at elevated temperatures in air [10].

There are several methods for producing ZnO based
films, for example, chemical vapor deposition, thermal

evaporation, magnetron sputtering, pulsed laser deposition
(PLD), laser chemical vapor deposition, and nonvacuum
methods, namely, successive ionic layer absorption and reac-
tion (SILAR), sol-gel spin coating, spray pyrolysis, screen
printing, and so forth [1, 7, 11–18]. Wet chemical techniques
offer easy way for homogeneous doping of virtually any
element in any proportion by merely adding it in some
form of cationic solution. Moreover, these techniques do
not require high quality targets and/or substrates which
are unavoidable in sputtering and PLD. SILAR does not
involve high temperatures allowing employment of polymers
as substrates. Besides, sol-gel spin coating is a time saving
process; however, it is difficult to precisely control the
thickness of the films. In spray pyrolysis, oxides can be
readily obtained by thermal decomposition of organometallic
precursor solution during its spraying on adequately heated
substrate responsible for good quality films. Thickness of the
film as well as the deposition rate can be controlled over a
wide range by changing the spray parameters. Also large area
deposition can be done using this method. Local overheating
leading to degradation of film does not occur here which is
generally a matter of concern in radio frequency magnetron
sputtering due to involvement of high power sources [19].
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Figure 1: XRD pattern of undoped and Cu doped ZnO thin films sample. Here (a), (b), and (c) correspond to samples Z1, Z1C1, and Z1C2,
respectively, prepared using precursor solution of molarity of 0.1M.

In this paper, structural, optical, and morphological property
of undoped and Cu doped ZnO thin films prepared by spray
pyrolysis along with CO

2
sensing [20] has been presented.

2. Experimental

The precursor for undoped films is prepared by obtaining 0.1
and 0.15M solutions of zinc nitrate (99.9% pure, S D Fine
Chem. Ltd.) in deionized water. The mixture is magnetically
stirred at 60∘C for 30min to get homogeneous solution. To
this solution, appropriate volumes of 0.1 and 0.15M solutions
of cupric chloride in deionized water are added to obtain 1
and 2 at.% doping of Cu. These solutions are again stirred for
30min. Both the undoped and doped solutions are aged for
15 days for obtaining stability.

The experimental set-up contains glass atomizer for
spraying the precursor solution. The substrates are kept on

hot iron plate which is attached with thermocouple and tem-
perature controller tomaintain the required temperature.The
precursor solution is introduced in the container connected
to the liquid inlet of the atomizer by a tube having solution
flow controller and the compressed air used as carrier gas is
let into the gas inlet of the atomizer [17].

For deposition of thin film, 10mL of the precursor
solution of each sample, one at a time, is transferred to the
container.Thedistance betweennozzle and the substrate is set
at 25 cm and the flow rate is set at at 10mL/min.The substrate
temperature was maintained at 400∘C to obtain good quality
films in addition to thermal decomposition of zinc nitrate.
Reactions occurring during deposition are as follows:

Zn(NO3)2 · 6H2O + H2O→Zn(OH)2 + 2NO2↑ + 7H2O↑

Zn(OH)2 →ZnO + H2O↑
(1)

Postdeposition annealing of the films is done at 400∘C
for 30minutes.These six samples, undoped ZnO, ZnO: 1 at.%
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Figure 2: XRD pattern of undoped and Cu doped ZnO thin films sample. Here (a), (b), and (c) correspond to samples Z2, Z2C1, and Z2C2,
respectively, prepared using precursor solution of molarity of 0.15M.

Cu and ZnO: 2 at.% Cu using 0.1M and 0.15M precursor
solutions, are named as Z1, Z1C1, and Z1C2 and Z2, Z2C1,
and Z2C2, respectively. Deposition parameters have been
strictly kept the same to obtain films of approximately similar
thickness.

The crystal phase and crystallinity of the samples have
been investigated using X-ray diffractometer (Bruker D8
Advance X-ray diffractometer) for 2𝜃 values ranging from 20
to 80∘ using CuK𝛼 radiation (𝜆 = 0.154 nm). Transmittance
spectra have been recorded using UV-Vis spectrophotometer
(model number 108 Make-Systronics). Surface morphology
is obtained using FESEM (ZEISS) and film thickness is
determined by XP-1 stylus profiler (Ambios Technology).

3. Characterization

3.1. X-Ray Diffraction. The X-ray diffraction patterns for
samples Z1, Z1C1, and Z1C2 are shown in Figure 1 and for
samples Z2, Z2C1, and Z2C2 are shown in Figure 2. All
the samples exhibit hexagonal wurtzite structure of ZnO
showing preferred orientations along (100), (002), and (101)

[1, 15, 21–23]. The peak along 𝑐-axis, that is, (002) plane,
occurs at 2𝜃 = 34.50, 34.54∘, and 34.47∘ for samples Z1, Z1C1,
and Z1C2, respectively. The diffraction peak shifts to higher
value for Z1C1 and back to lower value of 2𝜃 for sample
Z1C2. This indicates that initially Cu substitutes Zn and
with increasing concentration of Cu it goes into interstitial
position. For samples Z2, Z2C1, and Z2C2, 2𝜃 = 34.46∘,
34.50∘, and 34.50∘, respectively. The diffraction peak shifts to
higher value as dopant is introduced and remains unaffected
thereafter. Diffraction peak except those for ZnO is not found
for any of the samples, indicating absence of any impurity
phase. Crystallite size along (002) crystallographic plane for
these samples, as calculated by Debye Scherer formula, lies
between 10 and 21 nm, Table 1. The orientation parameter
𝛾
(ℎ𝑘𝑙)
= (𝐼
(ℎ𝑘𝑙)
/∑(𝐼
(ℎ𝑘𝑙)
)) [1], Table 1, varies from 0.127 to 0.772

indicating dominant orientation along (002) plane.

3.2. UV-Visible Spectra and Optical Band Gap. The transmit-
tance spectra of samples prepared using precursor solutions
of molarities 0.1M and 0.15M are shown in Figures 3 and
4, respectively. The transmittance of samples Z1, Z1C1, and
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Figure 4: Transmission spectra of undoped and Cu doped ZnO thin films sample. Here (a), (b), and (c) correspond to samples Z2, Z2C1,
and Z2C2, respectively, prepared using precursor solution of molarity of 0.15M.

Z1C2 increases gradually up to 87% over the range of 350 to
850 nm, Figure 3. The maximum transmittance for samples
Z2, Z2C1, and Z2C2 is nearly 69% at 847 nm. Undoped film
of lower molarity is more transparent at optical wavelengths,
whereas around 800 nm both of the undoped films have
similar transmittance. High transmittance indicates that the
obtained films are of low impurities and have only few
lattice defects [24]. Doped films are comparatively more
transparent. In general, the transmittance is found to decrease

with an increase in molarity of the precursor solution as
expected. The decrease in transmittance may be due to free
carrier absorption of photons [25].

The thickness of 0.1M samples Z1, Z1C1, and Z1C2
is 1080, 1100, and 1050 nm, respectively. For 0.15M sam-
ples Z2, Z2C1, and Z2C2, the thickness is 1120, 1090,
and 1100 nm, respectively. The optical band gap of the
films determined by Tauc’s plot is found to vary over
a range of 3.18 to 3.28 eV, Table 2. The variation in
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Figure 6: SEM of undoped and Cu doped ZnO thin films prepared using precursor solution of molarity of 0.1M. Here (a), (b), and (c)
correspond to samples Z1, Z1C1, and Z1C2, respectively.

band gap due to doping and molar concentration is
shown in Figure 5. For undoped ZnO, the band gap
decreases with increase in molarity of the precursor solu-
tion.

3.3. Surface Morphology. The scanning electron micrographs
(SEM) for the three samples corresponding to 0.1Mmolarity
are shown in Figure 6. Sample Z1, that is, undoped ZnO of
molarity 0.1M, has flakes-like structures connected to each
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Figure 7: SEM of undoped and Cu doped ZnO thin films prepared using precursor solution of molarity of 0.15M. Here (a), (b), and (c)
correspond to samples Z2, Z2C1, and Z2C2, respectively.

Table 1: Crystallite size (𝑡
𝐷𝑆

) and orientation parameter (𝛾) of all the
samples.

Samples 𝑡
𝐷𝑆

(nm) Orientation parameter (𝛾
(ℎ𝑘𝑙)

)
(002) (100) (002) (101)

Z1 21 0.141 0.772 0.156
Z1C1 12 0.170 0.433 0.271
Z1C2 20 0.352 0.350 0.530
Z2 10 0.127 0.340 0.258
Z2C1 15 0.147 0.374 0.253
Z2C2 15 0.145 0.375 0.253

Table 2: Optical band gap of Cu doped ZnO thin films.

Sample Composition Optical band gap (eV)
Z1 0.1MZnO 3.28
Z1C1 0.1MZnO + 1% CuCl

2

3.19
Z1C2 0.1MZnO + 2% CuCl

2

3.20
Z2 0.15MZnO 3.20
Z2C1 0.15MZnO + 1% CuCl

2

3.18
Z2C2 0.15MZnO + 2% CuCl

2

3.22

other to form bigger ones (Figure 6(a)). As the dopant Cu
is introduced in 1 at.% in ZnO (sample Z1C1) film surface
becomes netted with clear appearances of holes (Figure 6(b))

and for further increased doping of 2 at.% the net mak-
ing needle-like structures become dominant over the holes
(Figure 6(c)).

Surface morphology of samples of molarity 0.15M are
shown in Figure 7. Sample Z2 has random structures spread
throughout the surface. For sample Z2C1, these random
structures convert in irregular shaped grains. A network of
small needle-like structures is seen for Z2C2.

3.4. Gas Sensing. For a semiconductor gas sensor, where
resistance varies with gas concentration, the sensitivity 𝑆 is
defined as percent ratio of the resistance of the sensing film
in air (𝑅air) to the resistance in the presence of the gas (𝑅gas)
[26] at a particular temperature; that is,

𝑆 (%) = (
𝑅air
𝑅gas
) × 100. (2)

For each concentration of analyte gas, which in the
present case is CO

2
, the temperature of the films is varied

from 200 to 450∘C in steps of 50∘C and observations are
taken. Before introducing the gas, sensing film is allowed
to stabilize to ensure fixed initial reading for gas sensing
application [27].

Figures 8 and 9 show the effect of temperature on the
sensitivity of undoped and copper doped ZnO thin films for
four different carbon dioxide concentrations.
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Figure 8: Variation of sensitivity of undoped and Cu doped ZnO thin film samples at various CO
2

concentrations with temperature. Here
(a), (b), and (c) correspond to samples Z1, Z1C1, and Z1C2, respectively, prepared using precursor solution of molarity of 0.1M.

For sample Z1, sensitivity is maximum at 400∘C for all
concentrations of CO

2
and the sensitivity increases with

increase in concentration of CO
2
. For sample Z1C1, the

sensitivity is again maximum at 400∘C except for 500 ppm
concentration whereas for sample Z1C2 the sensitivity is
minimum at 400∘C and maximum at 200∘C. Such behavior
can be attributed to the changing surface morphology of
samples (Figure 8).

For sample Z2, maximum sensitivity occurs below 300∘C
whereas for sample Z2C1 maxima occur at 300∘C. For sample
Z2C2, again the sensitivity is maximum at lower temperature.
It is seen that presence ofmore andmore dopant decreases the
sensitivity of the films towards carbon dioxide.

The variation in sensitivity with temperature for 500,
1000, 2000, and 4000 ppm of CO

2
concentration is shown in

Figures 10(a), 10(b), 10(c) and 10(d) respectively.

The sensitivity has high value at 200∘C for samples Z1C1
andZ1C2 at all gas concentrations.However, sample Z1C2 has
maximum sensitivity for 1000 ppm at 200∘C. An increase in
temperature decreases the sensitivity in both these samples
whereas for samples Z2C1 and Z2C2 the sensitivity has
low value at low operating temperature. Sample Z2C1 has
maximum sensitivity at 300∘C for 500 ppm. Sample Z2C2 has
maximum sensitivity at 250∘C for 2000 ppm.

Band theory as applied to gas sensors has been the subject
of intense study for a number of years [28, 29]. The analyte
carbon dioxide gas interacts with the surface of the metal
oxide film (generally through surface adsorbed oxygen ions),
which results in a change in charge carrier concentration [30]
altering the conductivity (or resistivity) of thematerial. An n-
type semiconductor is one where the majority charge carriers
are electrons, and upon interaction with a reducing gas an
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Figure 9: Variation of sensitivity of undoped and Cu doped ZnO thin film samples at various CO
2

concentrations with temperature. Here
(a), (b), and (c) correspond to samples Z2, Z2C1, and Z2C2, respectively, prepared using precursor solution of molarity 0.15M.

increase in conductivity occurs. However, change in charge
carrier concentration in the sample also depends upon the
amount of the adsorbed gas which in turn depends on the
surface morphology. Thus, the nature of the analyte gas and
the surfacemorphology of the films both should be taken into
account while comparing the resistance, 𝑅gas, of a sample in
presence of varying concentration of the gas.

4. Conclusions

Nanocrystalline Cu doped ZnO films have been successfully
deposited on glass substrates by spray pyrolysis and their
structural and optical properties have been investigated.

The crystallite size decreases with increase in molarity
of precursor solution whereas with doping the crystallite
size increases in general. Doping increases the transmit-
tance of the films whereas optical band gap first decreases
and then increases as the dopant concentration is grad-
ually increased for both molarities in reference. As the
doping increases, the SEM shows formation of irregu-
lar shaped grains and then netted structure with holes
followed by net making needle-like structures becoming
dominant over the holes for both molarities. Response of
these films for carbon dioxide has been studied. Undoped
ZnO shows maximum sensitivity at 400∘C for higher con-
centration of CO

2
. The sensitivity of Cu doped sample is
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Figure 10: (a) Variation of sensitivity of undoped and Cu doped ZnO thin film samples at 500 ppm CO
2

concentration with temperature. (b)
Variation of sensitivity of undoped and Cu doped ZnO thin films sample at 1000 ppm CO
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concentrations with temperature. (c) Variation of
sensitivity of undoped and Cu doped ZnO thin films sample at 2000 ppm CO
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maximum at 200∘C for all CO
2
concentrations from 500 to

4000 ppm.
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